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Martin Selected To Sen
leirional CEMREL Board

Milestone Rate*
ACP Top Award
For 1966 Edition
'A

Candidates Campaign For Offices
After Completion Of Nominations

The 1»«6 Milestone has beef ■
Ron Burgess, Carrolton; Gary are Linda Sneary; Tricia AnderDr. Martin, the first Eastern draft the Foundation Program awarded
Dr. Robert R. Martin has
the All-American
Steve WUborn, Shelby County.
Madison vllle; Zena Calvert,
By STEVE SMITH
Grant, LoulsvUle; Ray Larmee, son,
been elected to the board of Kentucky graduate to serve as for Education Law and worked Honor Rating by the AssociCandidates for secretary are LoulsvUle;
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Philip
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A total of seven frosh are vUle; Diane Cruey, Covington;
Dr Martin was elected state annual All-American Yearbook has already begun. Contenders Wilson, Richmond; and Pat Newere the result of nominations weU. LoulsvUle. Vying for treas- competing for the office of sec- Debbie Haugh, Covington; Baraccording to an announcement pubUc schools and graduated superintendent of public InIn the class meetings. Voting urer are Dave Coatee, Owenton; retary. They are Jane Branch, bara PhlUlps, LoulsvUle; and
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In its Yearbook Guidebook wiU be next Tuesday In the resi- Nancy H1U, Irvine; and Mary LoulsvUle; Joyce Byrum, Louls- Kathy Thomas, LoulsvUle.
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Seniors running for president Spring; Betty Mouleaux, Bards- Sandy Todd, Covington; and Bob Eklund, LoulsvUle; Larry
CEMREL,an Independent not- Kentucky in 1940 and received dent of. Eastern Kentucky editing." "A Special Report,
town; and Sue Moberly, Rich- Nina Church.
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the MUestone, it wUl have tlngton, N.Y., and Lana Combs,
The
faU.
1966.
enrollment
Chartered in November, 1985,
again captured the mythical LoulsvUle.
was
6,949.
and funded initially by Title
"Triple Crown." The 1965 MUeJuniors Campaign
Dr. Robert R. Martin said
TV of the Elementary and Secstone was the first yearbook
Only twelve students were
ondary Education Act, that the figure includes only
in the entire country to win nominated to petition for the
CEMREL, which is independ- students doing college work on
the top honor from all three seven Junior class officers The
ently governed by its board the main campus in Richmond
rating services.
two persons
petitioning for
of directors from a four-state and-does not include extension
Editors of the 1966 Milestone president are Ted Marshall,
area. Is one of 12 similar not- and other off-campus work.
were Miss Linda Ward, now a Philllpsburg, O., and George
Total number of students
for-profit laboratories presentgraduate student here, and Kulanko, Bethleham, Penn.
ly operating. Another seven receiving higher instruction
erson, Ind., and is majoring in
Miss Kim Manlon, now teachKen Spurlock, Richmond, and
are In the development stage. from Eastern is 10,011, also a
BU. Raker, Progr~ editor-tn- ■**■■« ■■""IS biology.
ing in Cocoa Beach High School Pat Jacovtno. Plalnview, Long
been
Interested
in
Journalism
new
high.
CEMREL also has funds from
Island, are contenders for vice- chief, has announced the pro- since high school and I hope to
Janet has had past newspaper
in Florida.
Not Included In the official
private sources.
presidency of the Junior class. motion of two of the present break Into professional Journa- experience as editor of her high
enrollment
are
654
students
enCBMRBT. serves a region of
Progress
editors
and
the
apDarlene Cash, Dry Ridge, Is the
lism after graduation. The ex- school paper, president of a litnearly 10 million Inhabitants rolled in the University's Model
only candidate for class secre- pointment of another editor to perience I gain working on the erary honorary society, and
In Kentucky, central and west- Laboratory School, 4404 ena recently created post.
tary,
whUe
EUen
Schuler,
Fort
youth writer for a ClnclnnaU
ern Tennessee, eastern Missouri rolled in extension classes offSaundra Murphy, a second Progress wUl be invaluable to newspaper.
Thomas, Is the only contender
and southern Illinois. A cen- campus, and 1,057 taking corsemester sophomore, has been me in the future."
for
treasurer.
Janet expressed her desire to
tral office is maintained In St respondence study courses by
Lay-out Editor, a newly
The two Juniors vying for re- promoted from Feature Editor
Louis with area offices in Car- mail.
to Campus Editor. Saundra, a created post, wUl be filled by Improve the Progress."I hope to
porter
are
Nancy
Lewis.
VerThe extension class enrolldo my best In sharing ideas and
bondale, 111., Bowling Green,
the legislative, Judicial and sailles, and Al Baldwin, Hop- native of Cincinnati, Is a poU- Janet Durham. Janet, a sopho- stirring variety and enthusIn the interest of having a of
Ky., and Memphis and Nash- ment does not represent a final
executive branches of state kinsville. Student CouncU can- tlcal science and English major. more from Cincinnati, Is a trans- iasm," she said.
Continued
on
Page
Nine
ville, Tenn.
better informed citizenry a re- government would fall in line didates are Elizabeth Stultz, She Is a member of the Young fer from Anderson CoUege, Andcent freshmen assembly was with the demands of modern Stone; EUen Foster. Wurtland; Democrats.
conducted on the Kentucky times if the charter la ap- Wayne Glass, Florence; and
Saundra's past Journalism exConstitution. Mr. Charles Coy, proved.
Pete ConnaUon, Sparta, New perience Includes working on her
a noted Richmond attorney,
high school paper and yearbook.
•The executive Dranch has Jersey.
^^
was the guest speaker. Dr.
She also had a youth column in
Sophomores Seek Office
had
to
run
the
state,"
Coy
said,
Dwynal Pettengill, chairman of pointing to the present conSophomores have » choice of the Cincinnati Post-Times Star
the PoUtloal Science Depart- stitution as a document which three candidates ror president; and worked as a Progress staff
ment, Introduced the speaker.
gives no power to the legisla- Alan Brelsford, Dayton, O.; reporter last year.
The new Campus Editor conMr. Coy attended Eastern ture. The present charter was Tony Mannen, Virginia Beach,
By SHARON STONECIPHER other campuses and the regulations governing them.
Progress Managing Editor
for three years and went on drafted and approved In 1891. Va.: and David Victors, Rich- siders working on the Progress
Petitioning groups were re- to receive his degree at the
to be "one of the most rewardHe said other elective of- mond.
Social fraternities and soexperiences of my life."
rorities have been approved for quired to submit 15 copies of University or Kentucky Law fices "have become a game of
The four sophomores seeking ingSharon
Stoneclpher, a Junior
organization on campus. The their constitution, a letter from School. He Is presently vice- musical chairs. It's the same. the office of vice-president are
petitioning groups were first their sponsor who had to be a president of the Kentucky Bar group of people circulating Bill Barrett, Miami, Fla.; Mart- English major, has been given
reviewed and approved by the faculty member on tenure, a Association and on the Execu- back and forth from one office del Denton, Austin, Ind.; "Doc" the position of Managing Editor.
Committee on Student Organi- list of proposed charter mem- tive Committee of "Kentucklans to the other."
Putnam, Randolph, Maine; and She was formerly the News Editor. Sharon is from Crown
sations and Activities which bers, and proof of financial sol- for a Better Constitution."
Turning to the Judicial
Point, Ind., and belongs to the
represents the faculty and ad- vency.
Mr. Coy's address was cen- branch. Coy said there were
Proposed
members
had
to
Young Republicans.
ministration.
tered around Kentucky's 'New judges In Kentucky who lack
The new Managing Editor
The final consent for organi- met certain requirements and Constitution". The speaker the proper legal training.
served as editor-in-chief of her
sation was given Monday night complete personal data sheets. gave a short review of the con- "Some don't even have one
high school paper. She attended
at the all faculty meeting. Dr. Applicants were Ineligible if on sUtuUonal history of the state minute of legal background."
Anyone wanting informa- an editors' workshop at Indiana
Joseph Howard, head of the social or academic probation. and went on to explain why
tion
pertaining
to
the
enterIf
passed,
the
new
constitucommittee, submitted the Federal regulations prohibit our present "archaic, outdated, tion would allow a governor ing of a Homecoming float University and wrote a student
Hammond
group's names to the faculty students on National Student horse - and - buggy constitution to succeed himself. Coy called or queen candidate will be column for the
Times.
and reported that the commit- Defense Loans from becoming must be Improved."
able
to
pick
an
entry
blank
this
"the
only
reasonable
way
Before transferring to Easttee had reviewed the organi- affiliated with social, groups.
MEETING A DEADLINE are three new,Process editors.
He urged student to "edu- for a good governor to remain at the student counsel office. ern last January, Sharon was a
se t ion's qualifications and Members must have an aca- cate
The positions of the floats Journalism major at Indiana
Janet Durham, Cincinnati, has been appointed to "Li*
in
office
and
carry
out
his
proneighbors,
friends,
and
demic
standing
of
2.0
or
above.
found them to comply with the
£w* cTeatoTUlUon of Lay-out Editor^Saundr.^Murphy^
wttl be determined by date of State University where she
gram."
parents
on
the
issue,"
as
"opand officers must have a miniguidelines set up.
Cincinnati, and Sharon Stoneclpher. Crown Pointy^. **7*
Kentucky has had four con- entry, and the deadline for worked on the paper and yearponents are playing on the fear
First preparations for Greek mum point standing of 2.25.
been promoted to Campus Editor and Managing Editor
Sororities gaining recogni- and ignoranoe of the people of stitutions, the first one ap- final entry wiU be the 20th book.
entrance on campus was begun
proved In 1792. Revisions fol- of October.
respectively.
Bays Sharon, "I Joined the
two years ago when a study tion were Pi Alpha Theta, Kentucky."
Mr. Coy said the framework lowed in 1799, 1850, and 1M1.
Continued en Page Ten
was made of fraternal life on
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Let's Grow Up ...

Eastern Must Mature Into A Prestige ScKool
A SOaFTY as intricate and complex as
4he one in which we find ourselves living
at this moment demands something very
much more that an educated man.
A man of today's world must be a
wholly educated individual, which means,
among other things, that the whole man
and not just some aspect of his being is
educated. Otherwise, he is nothing but a
phantom of a person and no more capable
of withstanding the gales of the life experiences he must face than the flat weather vane that is buffeted and blown about
by every change of the winds, both great
and small.
Man, it must be acknowledged, is
more than mind and body. He is also
spirit, and he has definite needs that can
be satisfied only by his labors. To develop
these facets, his education must include the
development of his personality in the areas
of the academic, the cultural, the spiritual,
and the vocational studies. We would
most assuredly be remiss if we, for some
trival reason, failed to give consideration
to all four of these facets. Can we honestly claim to be educated if, in any one of
these fields, we have not attained some appreciable degree of training and accomplishment?
Eastern, we admit, is an institution
that has worked its way into the highest
realms of advanced education in America.
Eastern can rightfully claim that it is exhausting itself in its efforts to educate the
whole man, and we do feel that our students
are graduating from a true prestige school.

*?*

However, we need to investigate to see
wherein lies our strengths and weaknesses.
Rapid growing and an exploding into bigness have characterized Eastern for the past
six years. Our physical expansion has overshadowed that of every other similar institution in the state. Towering dorms
that rise almost overnight, classroom buildings that spread over once-vacant campus
lots, a 500,000 volume library are all traits
of Big "E." The physical facilities are
here, so what ?
Our concentration now should not be
on how much more we can add to our campus materially, how many more buildings
or students or flowers we can have here;
but it should and must be on what we can
do, and in the end accomplish, with that

which we now have.
As a university, we exist to educate the
man in the four facets mentioned above.
But the institution, in order to fulfill this
objective, must itself be more advanced in
these fields than its students. The time is
now for our school to cast aside all those
petty traits that it labored under as a college
and to grow into its full maturity as a university by channeling more of its fertile
growing power into the academic, cutural,
vocational, and social spheres.
In a word, it is not enough for us to
call ourselves a university and justify the
name by announcing plans for another skyscraper. An appropriate announcement accompanying such elevation in status should
include the addition of several Ph.D.'s to
the faculty, the establishment of new departments, the expansion of graduate programs, the devotion of more efforts to research and publishing, the addition of more
scholarships and assistantships, the raising
of entrance and graduation requirements,

and a shifting of our competition with our
rivals from the realms of sports and physical
plant development to the more worthy domain of academics.
Personnel officers who visit our campus
to recruit men and women for employment
are impressed with our size, certainly, but
they come to look at our curricula and the
results of a student having studied here, not
at our over-crowded dorm rooms. If our
standards are high and our courses strong,
then our products will not be falsely labeled
with college degrees.
, We extend-a plea for the students and
the University to link their efforts and join
together in their labors to make Eastern an
institution where the man can and does become wholly educated.
The use EKU graduates make of this
education in their society will, in the end,
determine the validity of our claim that
they are products of a genuine prestige institution, but first let us give them a prestige institution from which to graduate.

ROTC SPONSORS GET HAIRCUTS TOO.MOM

'Rushin' Roulette'

Traffic Conditions Prot ested A&ain
It has become almost an annual fall custom lost to prove that stop signs are not proper forms
for the Progress to protest the disgraceful and of control at the 1-75 intersection, or the Crabbe
dangerous traffic conditions surrounding: our Street intersection.., Stop-lights are required.
campus, and this year's Progress win carry on
the tradition. We here state that we beg, implore, plead and, yes, demand that an effective
system of traffic lights be installed this election
year at Lancaster Are. and Crabbe Street, and
Lancaster Ave. and 1-75 By-Pass for the safety
of the campus population.
At a press conference, President Martin, de(ACP)—A Michigan State University
scribing the I-7S intersection as "rushin' roulette," said the University had written the senior finally found the congestion on campus
powers-that-be, the State Highway Commission, buses too much to bear. So, he wrote a letter
to the Michigan State Mews bemoaning his
requesting safe and efficient traffic lights at plight on the "Cow College's cattle vans." Here's
both intersections, but no action had been taken. what he had to say:.
Two years ago, on Oct. 16,1M4, a traffic fatality
Now that I am into the fall term of 1946,
occurred on the By-Pass intersection, after the I have been crowded, pushed, shoved, pinched
four-way stop signs were installed, showing and practically (raped while trying to crowd,
into our fair campus buses. We are trying to
dramatically the need for synchronised stop destroy
our Image as a cow college so why must
lights. It Is only a matter of time until a larger we be herded into the buses T
accident takes more lives, as the By-Pass carries
Every time I have boarded a bus to reach
more traffic every day Yet, the State Highon time, I have begun at least one half
way Commission has dragged its feet and re- class
hour early and have always arrived from 10 to
fused to act, stating that the four-way stop is IS minutes after the Instructor has begun his
"the proper form of control at this intersection." lecture.
The voting age in Kentucky is 18; the
Obviously, there should be either a greater
majority of EKU students are of voting age.
of buses or a smaller number of stuEvery county in Kentucky has house and legis- number
dents.
Which is more feasible ?
lative representative In Congress who are put
If the University is going to sell this service
in office by the votes of the citizens. If each
- representative received a letter from his EKU to students, it should be prepared to run the
voter protesting the lack of action to protect buses efficiently
students at a state institution of higher learning,
I'm sure that I speak not only for myself,
perhaps action will be taken at Frankfort. We but also for the three students looking over my
hope it la not necessary that another life be shoulder and the one standing on my foot.

Campus Congestion,
Crowded 'Cow" Buses

LETTERS«™EDITOR
COMMENT ON McGILL
Dear Editor,
Mr. Ralph McCHU's "The Story of Two
Snicks" really grabs the animosity of the
Americans (Negro and white) point-blank to
Mr. Carmichael's incandescent attempts for
Black Power and conflict.
Once too often the ill-timed apathy of
America that floats la a pompous sea of selfcente redness, lite rally is bombed—torpedoed by
an unknown commander who screams his hatred
chaos so that every ear will hear and take heed.
The Civil Rights Organisation is drowning
in its own cause. Much of America waa prepared to comply with the'' Insistsnoe of the
SNCC, realising the unobntrollabl* tact changes
win take some time. Who is going to rescue
all of these people who are suffocating because
their life-line for freedom has been trampled by
Carmichael and his attempt to smash Western
Civilisation? It's about lime that America dismember Stokely and his pandemonium and organise a governmental assemblage to Insure desegregation and equal rights.
Our society has, sa do all other societies,
many "bugs" that hinder our competence aa a
democracy. We -want freedom for all, not
America in ruins. It's time that we exterminate a roach.
Patricia Ann Milt

UNIVERSITY WITH A HEART
Dear Editor,
We are so grateful to all you Eastern students who participated In the search for our
son Robbie that we wondered If you would
publish the following tetter of thanks in your
newspaper.
We wish we knew and could personally
thank each of you students who helped in the
search for our lost son Robbie. Tour response
in our hours of fright and desperation waa truly
wonderful, especially since the night was so
cold and wet Tours la a unlvaretty with a
heart.
We thought you might like to know that
Robbie has suffered no in effects from Us night
in the wet and cold.
- Onoe again from the depths of our hearts
we say, "Thanks."
Mr. and Mrs. Jaaaaa B. Robinson
Dear Editor:
Whenever I come from home to school I
come by way of the new by-pass which connects
with the four-way stop at the comer of Model
High School
As everyone knows, that four-way la vary
dangerous. I think a stop light should be installed to insure the safety of the students and
cltlsens who use it
I don't know what it takes to gst a stop
light In there, but perhaps the school or the
"Progress" can inquire about the matter
I hope no one has to be killed before something Is done about it
Phyllis

Yes, For A Better Kentucky

The 1966 Proposed State Constitution-An Affirmative View
(EDITORS NOTE: In November, Kentucky voters will express their opinions on
the 1966 proposed Constitution. Today's
Constitution was written in 1891, and this
fall's vote will be on a revision. The following article, in favor of the revision, was
written by a prominent attorney for the
Associated Press. Next week's PROGRESS
will carry a rebut at to this article.)
By EDWARD F. PRICHARD
The revised Constitution of 1966 is a
conservative, careful document. Its purpose is to help Kentucky's government work
better in the people's behalf. Its purpose
is to bring state and local government in
Kentucky up to date without disregarding
the needed and tested safeguards.
The revised constitution will bring at
least 10 major improvements to Kentucky
and Kentuckians.
1. A more independent legislature,
with better tools to represent the people.
2. Speedier, better justice in our courts
—trained and qualified judges.
3. Stronger schools, free of partisan
politics—-our Department of Education
headed by a professional educator, chosen
on merit.
4. Reduction in number and cost of
elections.
5.
issues.
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Lower interest rates on local bond

6. Relief for the faimer from excessive taxation under the 100 per cent assessment.
7. Better protection for injured working men.
8. End of the musical chairs game for
those who trade jobs at taxpayers' expense.
9. More home rule and less control
from Frankfort for cities and counties—all
local officers must be chosen at home.
10. State financial aid for local government allowed—thus reducing the property
tax burden.
The Constitution Revision Assembly
drafted the proposed constitution revision
The Assembly was created by the 1964
Legislature, and its 30 delegates were not
chosen by any single individual — not even
the governor—but by representatives of the
legislative, executive and judicial branches
of state government.
The 1966 legislature by an overwhelming majority—without a dissenting vote in
the Senate—approved the proposed charter
and submitted it for the final judgment of
the people. Kentucky's courts decided that
under our Bill of Rights the people can have
a revised constitution if they want it.
The Constitution Revision Assembly
was not a partisan body, nor was it dominated by any faction or group—Republicans,
Democrats, farmers, businessmen, doctors,
lawyers and housewives worked side-by-side
to do what was best for Kentucky.
Of the 46 delegates who lived through
and participated in the drafting of the document, 45 signed the final instrument. Not

only Gov. Breathitt, but Lt. Gov. Waferfield and Judge Marlow Cook have testified
publicly that it is a good constitution and
that it deserves the people's support.
No Help to Breathitt
The proposed charter does not in any
way benefit the present governor, increase
the present governor's power or strengthen
the present administration. Gov. Breathitt "s expires in December, 1967, only a few
months after the new constitution would
become effective, and several years before
many of its provisions would become effective. Under the revision, Gov. Breathitt
will be unable to succeed himself.
The revised constitution does not centralize power in Frankfort.
Under the old Constitution, cities and
counties are at the mercy of Frankfort.
Each year, local officials must bend the knee
to get permission from the legislature to
deal with their local problems.
Under the old Constitution, cities and
counties may handle only those local matters
which the legislature lets them handle.
Under the old Constitution local offtrials, except those specifically named in
the constitution, could be appointed by some
official in Frankfort.
For example, under the 1891 Constitution, most of Kentucky's mayors could be
appointed by the governor if the legislature
were willing.
The new constitution promotes more
home rule and greater self-government at
home. Local communities are guaranteed
the right to choose their own form of gov-

eminent, to decide what officers they want
in their local communities and how those
officers should be chosen.
The chief executive and the governing
body of every local community must be
elected by the people, and all local officers
must be chosen at home—not in Frankfort.
Local communities are given a free hand
in solving local problems wherever decisions
do not actually violate the constitution or
the law.

mous handbills and filthy falsehoods among
our people.
A debate on our fundamental law
should be conducted at the highest level.
Let's keep it clean—and for the sake of
our children, let's bring the Constitution
up to date.
Published by Permission
of the Associated Press

Consolidation Possible
Counties may be consolidated, either
with other counties or city governments —
but only if the people vote for the consolidation. Under the old Constitution, the
legislature could abolish 119 of Kentucky's
120 counties—without a vote of the people
of any county. Under the new constitution,
this would be impossible.
There are, I am sure, Kentuckians who
sincerely oppose the constitution revision—
just as there are many who oppose the automobile, the airplane and toe Space Age.
But Kentuckians will note that many of
those who are fighting against a progressive
constitution have axes to grind and selfish
interests to serve.
Evidently there are some Kentuckians
who believe they have a constitutional right
to a lifetime place on the public payroll, or
to play the game of musical chairs. Joined
with those selfish groups and with unselfish
but misguided associates are radical extremists, hate-peddlers and professional
poisoners of the political blood stream.
If the arguments against the revised
constitution possessed the slightest merit,
it would not be necessary to tirenUte anony-
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"Relax—It's Just a Matter
of Inflation"

Communists on Communists
What is being written in other Communist lands these days about the goings-on
in China makes interesting reading.
Take, for example, this paragraph from
the East German official newspaper, Neues
Deutachland;
■»" - ,
"In the course of the Cultural revolution,' the Chinese press continues, to
slander Ludwig van Beethoven as 'slave
of the reactionary class.'. A New China
News Agency dispatch ... went so far as
to contend that his work 'from beginning
to end serves the reactionary class, confuses the class struggle, advocates a
melancholy view of life, and spreads
empty illusions among the working
people.'"
In Moscow, Komsomolskaya Pravda
noted that the Red Guards had "destroyed

books of [Romain] Rolland, Pushkin and
Thomas Mann" to the accompaniment of
shouts of "Down with bourgeois ideology!" But as one would expect, the Russians are more inclined than the East Germans to 'tinge their scorn with ridicule.
Komsomolskaya Pravda reported further:
"IA Red Guard} opened a new copy of the
paper, Shensi Pao, and noticed that if
Mao's portrait was looked at against the
light the words 'paper tiger* printed on
the other side of the sheet ran right across
his picture. People began to gather and
excitement grew; the matter ended with
over 20,000 odd people ransacking the
newspaper building."
Our only comment is that perhaps it
matters less what side of the paper you
read than what end of the telescope you
look through.
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Violence And Hate

Misplaced Loyalty

•«

THE BEST OF HAYNIE

McGill
By RALPH McGilL
variation of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. It
This is a story about the activities of is now a proper associate in reverse political
an organization and about a man. The principle, for example, with the White Citorganization is the former Student Non- izens Councils, the Klan haters, and the
violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), Alabama politicians who are determined to
known as "Snick." It now is committed to exclude the Negro.
Snick now attracts those who hate the
violence and anti-white hatred. The man
white man and who are determined to deis the mayor of Atlanta.
"I'll say this," said a Negro man on the stroy, if they can, the existing society.
outskirts of the recent riot in Atlanta, "that Society must learn to live with and through
this cult of violence and its thrust of hate,
Mayor Allen is a sure enough man."
as the nation has lived through periods of
Unhappy Story
The Mayor was one part of the un- other hate organizations.
happy and unnecessary story. Impeccable,
The truth of the transformation of
bareheaded,
distinguished looking, he Snick from a Dr. Jekyll to the hideousness
walked literally into the midst of fighting of a Mr. Hyde is not yet fully known. As
groups where angry and bitter men were em- of last fall SNCC was without funds. A
broiled. He was shaken from the top of an meeting was held in New York. Quick acautomobile where he was standing to ad- tion followed on its heels. SNCC suddenly
dress them. Bricks and bottles were being had a great amount of money. It was able
thrown. Violence was being urged by to either purchase or take a long lease on a
Snick's leadership through use of loud- building in Atlanta, to buy automobiles, and
speakers on trucks.
to equip headquarters.
Yet, Mayor Ivan Allen, brushing aside
A Career Destroyed
those who feared for his safety — and the
A white attorney, Charles Morgan,
danger was very real — stayed with his chief whose career in Alabama had been destroyed
of police and his men. He set the police because he had defended Negro clients in
an example of calm assurance in the face civil rights cases, summarily was dismissed
of ugly provocation. He endured the dangers f rQm g le/?isUtjvc c^ 0f Julian Bond by
that were about them all. No other mayor a New York attorney who walked into the
of any city experiencing the trauma of riots Atlanta office and fired him. The New
has so behaved. The Mayor stayed there York attorney, Victor Rabinowitz, is refor some seven hours until order was re- gistered in Washington as an agent for the
stored. He was not an observer; he was Castro government in Cuba. SNCC's presiwhere the action was and in the midst of dent, John Lewis, was re-elected, then fired,
it. Even the'more angry and bitter could and Stokely Carmichael elected.
not fail to respect him.
In civil rights circles it is said that
The story of the Student Nonviolent Havana money "took over Snick." No one
«f> - Coordinating Committee (Snick) is a sad knows if "Havana money" is Castro's or
'one. During the years of freedom rides if it comes from elsewhere. Whatever the
and sit ins, SNCC had a magnificent record. source of the new money, the Mr. Hyde
It could be said of the young white and process began with Carmichael's proclaimNegro students who worked in it that they ing an anti-white policy and a program to
a*
included some of the sweetest, bravest destroy today's society.
people of those days. They telescoped
In a recent attempt to batter down a
time in their achievements. They now are door at the army induction center in Atout. SNCC is no longer a student move- lanta and to prevent entry of inductees,
ment. It is not now a civil rights organiza- Snick's pickets were shouting Castro slogans.
tion. It is openly, officially committed to
So, just what SNCC really is today can
is only be judged by what it says or does. If
»*• a destruction of existing society. It now
5JJ"
known, with some truth, as the
™n" it is out to destroy society, it cannot expect
student Viblent Committee."
society to remain passive under attack.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
(Distributed 196* by The Hall Syndicate, Inc.)
(AD Rights
The chronicle of Snick's change is a
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While we were looking bask
through eome issues of the
Progress, these taets and figure* of yean age earn* to
light:
In IMO ...
Six years ago, In October of
I960, former Tennessee Gov.
Frank O. Clement and Gov.
Bert Combe sJaSsfSSSl the
CKKA program, the Student
Council passed tts first legislation, the rules for Homecoming, and the Maroons lost to
Middle Tennessee 21-19.
Donovan rtalkrmg Dedicated
The October, 19*1 issues of
the Progress recorded that Oov.
Bert Combs delivered the dedication address of S3 million
H. L, Donovan Building of the
Laboratory School. Evelyn
Craft was named Brigade Sponsor heading 10 other sponsors,
and the enrollment reached a
record of 4.166. The trailer
park was moved next to Brookton.
Dr. Darling Portrays
Caserns Clay
"Around the World" was selected as the 19S3 Homecoming
theme. The Civil War Centennial involved Richmond, Madison County and Eastern. Dr.
Fred Darling portrayed the
famed abolitionist and Lincoln
confidante Oasslus Clay in the
Pageant The four beams of
the Alumni Coliseum were
raised Into place.
Class of IT
In 19*8, this year's 67 graduating class came in, Tom Dunn
was elected class president, 4,000 high school musician* descended on the campus for the
Band-Day activities, and Norman Vincent Peale spoke to
CKBA The Alumni Coliseum
dedication attracted 0,500.
Fee increase Aaaoonoed
The new fee increase for Instate and out-of-state students,
which has since taken effect,
wss announced two years ago
In the Progress, Other news
wss the appearance of Peter,
Paul and. Mary on campus,
Roger Smith's debut as the
first Eastern "Colonel" cheerleader, and the presentation of
the proposed Student Plaaa
..' >
plans.
A Tear Age
Last year the Piugrsss stated its support of the up-comlng bond issue In an editorial.
Homecoming regulations sad
an enforceable fine system WSS
presented by the Student Council. The sports page carried the
news that Eastern sad Murray tied hi a crucial OVC
gssns, and the interesting tidbit that Bsstern defeated
Morehead 67-0 in the 1929
■

'

■

Keprlat from The Christian Science Monitor

By DWIGHT K. LYONS
Baptist Campus Minister
It is a strange freedom for contemporary man to be adrift in the world without a
sense of being anchored. There is always
a need of mooring—the need for a firm
grip on something that is rooted.
Misplaced loyalty—or misplaced commitment—is descriptive of the present day
situation. Quite often young people go off
to the halls of learning on a university
campus to have a ball. The new situation
offers freedom for individuals to let down
all bars, especially of morality. Others
seek to make superior grades at any cost.
Cheating is just one way to help attain a
perfect grade standing.
Tied to Self
Still others come to learn, studying because they are committed to a particular
vocational choice. They have such ambitious goals that they do not take time to develep meaningful friendships or admirable

personality traits. They are tied to self.
The gaining of a university education
will help you sharpen your intellectual
powers. Since the university is engaged in
the search for truth, the JudeoChristian
perspective is essential to the realization of
the ultimate purpose of higher education.
Strive to be excellent students. Study and
apply yourselves.
Remember, though,
that A's are good, but do not sacrifice moral
and spiritual convictions just to attain such
grades.
Example For Good
You can be the needed example for
good in this sea of humanity. You will
want to become an active participant in the
religious life on campus. A balance of
well-chosen activities will prove beneficial.
You will gather with those of like faith
and then scatter to allow your influence to
permeate all of campus life to the extent
that your fellow students can see that you
have a commitment to God who gives life
both meaning and stability.

From The Editor's Notebook
There are so many girls on the "Progress- staff
that It Is all the editor can do to keep the publies' Home
licatlon from becoming another "L*dle
Journal.

have wallet photos ordered at the time the
photo is taken.

A note to those over-anxious janitors: We certanly admire you and your unfaltering endeavors
to keep the dorms clean, but please don't carry
the concept too far. The "Progress" staff is
quite disturbed that tts publication Is often being
removed from the dorm distribution points before students have the opportunity to secure a
copy. Janitors, ease up.

We offer our apologies for the misinforming
headline we ran last week. It read "New Department Created at EKU" and waa in reference
to the Department of Anthropology and Sociology. This department was not created this
year as the headline implied but has existed at
Eastern for some time. This year, however, it
has been enlarged and furnished with a complete
now staff. Our enthusiasm with the growth
that has been brought about by university status often gets out of hand.
•
•
•
Recently the American Bar Association proposed that newspapers not give so much publicity to arrests and trials. Why not carry the
whole thing a step farther and suppress the
fact that there are such things as crimes, criminals, and courts. After all, these things may
Just turn out to be rumors.

Attention forgetful students: Don't tail to have
have been scheduled for you. If you dont get
your picture taken, you wont find yourself In
i the annual next spring Remember, too, the
yearbook is offering students the opportunity to

Red China has a new car In production that waa
Inspired by Mao Tee-Tung. They say It Is certain to be a great success. Remember how
successful wss the American ear inspired by a
man? By Oie way, what ever happened to the
Bdset?
'

The cost of living has gone up again. If the
consumer price index continues to jump, this
may well become the most effecUve method for
losing weight yet to be devised by enterprising
Americans. Before long we won't be able to
afford to eat anything, and there is a high corelatlon between not eating and becoming slender.

•

•

•

By JOE JOHNSON, Director
Eastern Little Theatre
"Movies are dirtier than ever,", t ',w ; slogan
someone has suggested that Hollywood adopt
in view of the recent revision of the MoUon
Picture Production Code. Presumably, this new
code gives movie-makers all sorts of new freedoms in what may be portrayed on the screen.
In reality, the new code honestly admits what
Is happening rather than pay lip service to an
outmoded list of taboos.
Since the adoption of the first Code in 19S4,
Hollywood has been harnessed with a long list
of "Thou Shalt Not's." And, like the Commandments, they have Just as often been ignored and
broken. A realisation of this fact led to a revision of the Code in 1986 and the more recent
changes last month.
Why, for example, retain a clause which forbids the "portrayal and mention of abortion,"
when pictures in recent years have been made
In which this was a prominent feature ("Blue
Denim") ? Why forbid the "portrayal of prostitution" when it was such an obvious part of
movies like "A Walk on the Wild Side," and
"Bast of Eden," and "A House Is Not a Home?"
Why condemn "abnormal sex" and then exploit
it In films such as The Children's Hour," "Tea
and Sympathy," and "Toys in the Attic ?" Why
not allow profanity and then use it so freely In
"Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf T"
There la little reason behind such taboos In
motion pictures, whe* oooks, radio, television,
and the stage have been allowed to handle such
subjects freely. Consequently, they have been
dropped. The new Cede makes few outright
prohibitions. The only real InnovaUon is a tagging of certain movies, "Suggested for Mature
Audiences." Rather than looking on this as a
negaUve factor, however, producers will probably desire sucn a label, for it is almost a guarantee of box-office success. The "For Adults
Only" tag has made a number of so-so pictures
box-office bonanzas. ' ■
/
Is there a new and more mature sssVesMS
for motion pictures? Probably not. There Is
an audience, however, that has grown used to
seeing foreign movies with their more explicit
treatment of subjects than was allowed American film-makers. THere is an
reads more than ever < without
demands tiie same freedom of
pictures made from literary
H*ve Hollywood's pioeuoSTS

quire perception and "taste" that will allow
them to handle previously prohibited subjects?
Not at all. Some of the producers have hailed
the Cede revision with the idea that motion pictures have at last reached maturity and can
make real contribuUons to society as an unhampered art form. What they actually mean
la that they can draw more customers through
frank presentation of previously taboo subjects.
Producers will vie with each other In producing
what they term honest and realistic screen
stories, when they will actually be seeing how
far they can go without incurring the wrath of
that portion of the public which objects to some
of the material currently being presented on
the screen.
Anything that smacks of freer artistic expression Is going to be met with opposition from
some quarters. Self-appointed vigilantes and
numerous cltlsens' groups will rise up and protest mightily that we are being led down a dark

road of decadence and Immorality, that moviemakers have been given license to do as they
wish, that the nation's screens will be fined
with filth.
-•.} •
On the other hand, there will be Just as
many who demand that our "freedom of speech"
not be usurped In the matter of motion pictures.
The film companies have won every court test
in striking down censorship laws. And most of
these court tests have Involved the violation of
principles contained In the movie-makers' own
Code.
We can probably expect very few changes
in what we will be seeing on the screen. Movies
have already made great advances; they have
changed mightily in the past ten years, as anyone who wishes to make the comparison can
testify. To expect them to change as much In
the next ten Is unrealistic The new Code
doesn't give movie-makers new license. It was
a necessary step If producers were not to continue to live a lie.

Seminary On Sex

A Cure For Sex Myopia
(ACP)—The topic of sex is passed
around the college campus more often than
a football in Hyannisport, says the Western
Round-Up, Western College, Oxford, Ohio.
It travels from dorm to smoker, gathering
around itself an aura of misinformation, taboo, and gross sentimentality.
The Western campus, no different, has
been besieged frequently by "The Sex Talk,"
annual lectures containing maudlin references to motherhood or wispy, idealistic
pleas for a "return to virtue."
Before the campus now is the Seminary
on Sex, a series of lectures intended to open
the way for discussion of a vital subject on
the academic level. SOS, as it is aptly or
unfortunately called, claims to be neither

a panacea for awkward social situations nor
a college answer to French«-film-making.
Attempts to bridge the gap between
professed ideals and public behavior have
been effected by the banishment of candid
discussion of sex behind a curtain of taboo.
Like the ostrich with his head in the sand,
if we can't really see a thing, we can almost
convince ourselves that it isn't really there.
We pretend that our ideals are reality, that
we don't need to discuss sex, because we
know it all ready.
Perhaps through the Seminar, the total
blindness that often evolves from incomplete and inaccurate information about sex
can be reduced to a minor case of myopia.
Myopia, you know, can be cured.
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BIGHT OB WRONG
Then baa bean much talk about a certain decision that waa
made In the laat momenta of the Eastern-Middle Tennessee conteat Thla play waa the decision to give the Blue Raiders a two
point safety which eventually turned out to be the winning- margin,
32-30.
The play waa set up after Eastern had the ball on the four
yard line, third down and eight yards to go. Jim Oulce tossed a
pass to split end Aaron Marsh on the 12 yard line. Marsh dived
and caught the ball but the official ruled that he had trapped It
Thla left the Colonesl with a fourth down situation on the four.
If the paas had been completed the Maroons could have punted
from about the goal line, but It turned out that they would have
had to kick deep from Inside the end aone and thla would have
been three to four yards leas than the usual iMstance
This play waa the big one. If the Colonels decided to kick
they probably would have given the Raiders the ball on the
Eastern 88 or 40. The decision waa to have Guiee retreat to the
end aone and allow himself to be tackled. Thla gave Middle
Tenneaaee two points but Eastern waa allowed a free kick from
their 30. Bob Plotts boomed the kick 55 yards to the Middle 3D
and it waa returned 21 yards. Then the roof fell In as the officials called Eastern for piling on. Thla moved the ball Inside
the Maroon 40 and It waa first and ten. The Raiders eventually
went on to score from that point Thla decision on the part of
not been called who knows, Middle probably wouldn't have scored
the coaching staff waa a wise decision and If the penanty had
lntime.
^^
COACHES GREATFUL FOR STUDENT SUPPORT
The Middle Tennessee game, although not completely success
ful, had a lot of Interesting sidelights. The school spirit demonstrated by the student body could only be termed aa tremendous.
Studenta, numbering approximately 200, traveled the 250 mile
distance to see their team play and to root them on to victory.
A 30 car caravan left school early Saturdya morning, while a
bus was chartered by a group of male studenta and took about
SO more studenta to the game. Others came to the game In Individual cars, but the all important thing waa they all cheered
and never gave up.
Coach Kldd and all the members of the coaching staff expressed their deepest appreciation to all the studenta who traveled
to the game. Kldd said, 'It waa the largest and undoubtedly
the loudest away crowd that has ever been to an away game."
He also added that It waa even louder than some of the cheering
that has been done at some of laat year's home games.
The cheering didn't stop even when the team was losing in
the last seconds, aa the studenta chanted. "We're proud of our
team," and proud they should have been aa the Maroons played
valiant ball even till the laat seconds; they never quit So students, let's take up where the 300 left off and get behind the
team and root them on to victory against East Tenneaaee thla
Saturday.
SCHOOL RECORDS FALL
Aaron Marsh set a new school record for touchdown passes
for an entire season In Just four games. Marsh has pulled in
•even touchdown passes to break the old season mark of five
held by Jim Rice set in 1083
Jim Oulce broke his own passing record for a single game
for the second time this season aa he passed for 388 yards against
Middle Tennessee. He also erased two other school marks for
one game as he completely erased Larry Marmle's old record of
14 completed passes which he set against Morehead last year aa
he connected on 34 out of 48. The 48 attempts wipes out the
old record set by himself aa he attempted 31 against Middle
last year.
John Taael both tied Fred Manns' record of 10 completions
last week and Marsh's nine receptions were good for 176 yards
thus another school record fell this one being moat yards received
passing held by Mallns of 172-yards against Middle X

Monday morning hindsight
has Its way of haunting a football coach after hla team loses
on Saturday. He reviews game
films and point* to a bevy of
"If a."
Roy Kldd n no exception.
Especially after Eastern's 22-20
lose to Middle Tenneaaee. Preg-ame billings called It the game
of the year In the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Post-game opinions remained
the same.
Eastern held a 20-14 advantage with 1:87 left In the game
A safety, thirty-five seconds
later, a penalty and some Raider
trickery turned the tide.
"A coach can look back on
what should have happened, but
that doesn't erase the loss,"
Kldd said. "It's water over the
dam now. We've got to start
thinking about East Tennessee."
The Bucs envade Hanger Stadium for a 3 p.m. contest next
Saturday and Kidd'a main concern la helping his team absorb
that loss to the Raiders.
"You could have heard a pin
drop In our dressing room," he
said. "Our kids were really
keyed up for the game and It's

hard to recover after losing like IB
that"
"I know how tney feel, too.
I've never had a game that hurt
me aa much as that one. But I
have a lot of confidence In this
team. They'll bounce back.'
Kldd said his team came out
of the game In good physical
shape, "even though It was a
roughly played game.'
He said Colonel quarterback
Jim Oulce picked himself off the
ground after every pass. "They
gave him a rough time beat:
there but he still played a
beautiful game."
Oulce completed 34 of 48
passes for 288 yards and two
BOM
touchdowns
Headhaater
The safety In the waning
minutes of the game waa IntenThis week's Headhunter of
tional and drew praise from the Week goes to Ron Reed;
other OVC coaches. Including
linebacker
from
Middle
Tennessee's
Charles sophomore
(Bubber) Murphy. It allowed Fleming-ton, N.J. Considered a
a free punt for the Colonels, find" by the coaching staff,
eliminating the possibility of It Ron came out for football on his
being blocked.
own last spring. He proved to
Eastern now must continue to be a tough, hard nosed linewin and hope for a loss by the backer. Ron, a real comer, la
Raiders to secure a tie for the an aaset to the squad. Last
OVC title.
week, against Middle Tenneaaee,

Cross Country Team Trips
The Eastern cross country
team made it three wins against
one setback with a win over a
combined field of Western,
Morehead, and Austin Peay. The
Maroons took the first four
places and also placed their fifth
man In eighth place for a combined score of 18 out of a possible perfect score of IB. Western followed with 48 points,
while Morehead placed third
with 70 and Austin Peay coming In last with 07 points.
Grant Colehor came In first
with a time of 31:31 over the
rug-id four mile course at Madison County Country Club. He
was followed by Ivan Scholl
(31:80), Jim Beaaley (33:38),
Doug Cordler (23:38). Western
took the next three places with
Eastern's Harold Burke taking
eight place, with a time of
28:10.
This Saturday the thlnclads
run against the University of
Louisville at 11 at the Madison
Country Club. The cross count
try team has compiled a 21-8
record over the paat two seasons
which is one of the better records in the nation. The public
Is Invited to attend and It would
be greatly appreciated If a large
crowd were on hand

USMC Teams
To Be On Campus
The United State Marine
Team will visit here Oct.
Corps Officer Selec tlon
18-31 to present officer
training programs to undergraduates.
They will be talking to
students interested in enrolling in a Marine Corps
Officer Training Program
leading towards a commission. The Selection Team
and display will be located
In the SUB cafeteria from
9 am. to 3:80 pjn.

COLONEL X-COUNTBY CO-CAPTAIN8
Doug Courdier and Grant Colehour are the Colonel cross
country co-captains for this year. Colehour has won first
place in each of Eastern's four meets and figures to be in top
contention for the national title in the NCAA cross country
meet. Courdier has been one of Eastern's top runners for the
paat three years.

MEET YOUR FRIENDS JUST OFF CAMPUS ON SECOND STREET

VARSITY GRILL

DRY CLEANERS

77c

97c

VEAL
Chuck Woqon
HAMBURGER
SHRIMP
STEAK
STEAK
STEAK
STEAK
Two VEGETABLES, FrasMy Boxsd BREAD and BUTTER with Each Mod!
Sav»10%onAIPiirerKr»4>«byUsii»qO«rK4«alTkk»n.

77c

97c

87c

77c

CHOPPED
SIRLOIN

PAN FRIED
ROUND

PORK
STEAK

HAM
DINNER

SR

After Itiggs had miss ill a
field goal try from the 10, Reed
put the Onlr—Is In "
•data as the sophoa-_
tender picked off another1
pass; this time on the 1
•a. Two plays later,
flexed Us valuable right
and connected with A__.
Marsh on tha Blue Raiders* SB
yard line. The speedy Marsh
then pmooeded to amass the
screaming snlnsksrs as ha put
on a dasxllng display of broken
field running to cover tha dmv
tanos to the sad aone to give
Eastsrn a M-T hatfUm. lead
Tha third quarter was all
Middle Tennessee as the favored
Blue Raiders kept the Colonels
backed up deep In their own
territory. The Eastern ground
attack which showed a minus
26 yards for the night's work.
rss completely stymied by the
luge Middle Tennessee dafesas.
The Blue Raiders knotted 03a
soars kits to the third quarter

*JLMB£T *" *T

The Colonels earns storming
back behind tha fantastic play
of Oulce. The
tremendous
Colonel quarterback completed
seven passes to Taael and
Marsh for St yards la a drive
which placed the Colonels on top
once more. The scoring play,
a 10 yard swing paw to Marsh,
set tha stags for me final minute Raider heroics ss the
Colonels saw a gallant effort
go down to defeat
Eastern's quarterback An
Oulce gave tha Tsnnissii fans
a show which they will long
remember. The young 1
more completed 34 of 45 \
for 388 yards agahist a d
which was supposed to be
conference's best sad aj
defense which knew tha <___
would have to go to the aerial
routes to achieve a great deal
of success. Tha Sss yards
which Oulce accounted for
eclipsed his old school record
of lU. This is the third thus
in four contests this season that
Oulce has broken tha
yardage record
The Colonels return home this
Saturday to play most to the
East Tennessee TtimnasseiS fa
an afternoon stead Day
ference contest

R-Y-M-E-L-L

ONE OF THESE SPECIAL STEAK MEALS EVERY DAY:

77c

For Your
Snacks
and
Things

a Blue Raider aerial on the
position's tt ymrd Ma
fl*«d general Jim Oulce
the Tmnissis fans a
things to come as he
Ptotwl three passes to .
Tasei to place the Calomels
the seven yard strips.
Plays later fullback Bob
Ptowsdovsr from the one and
Mike Kin kicked to knot the

EXCELLENT SERVICE IS SPELLED

MODERN

T7C

Ron made two mterseptlona and
assisted In 37 tackles.
The offensive player of the
week honors went once again to
sophomore
quarterback, Jim
Oulce. Gulce, recipient of the
honor, two out of four weeks,
played an exceptionally good
game. Oulce completed 34 of 45
passes for 380 yards and two
touchdowns. Oulce leads the
league In passing with 06 completions In OS attempts for 808
yards. He also leads the league
in touchdown passes with eight.

By CKAIG
A pass interception, a safety,
a penalty, and a well executed
pass lateral play, and
the
powerful Middle Twin ass n Blue
Raiders had stormed from behind to deliver a 33-30 heartbreaking defeat to the gallant
Eastern Kentucky Colonels before 10,000 partisan fans In
Jones Field in Minftaasliuiu,
Tennessee, Saturday night.
Trailing by 20-14 late in this
hard-fought battle for conference and national honors, the
Blue Raiders wan faced with
a fourth down situation on tha
■astern 30 yard Una. Raider
quarterback Billy Walker And
an aerial in the direction of end
Bob Hlodan near the goal Una.
Colonel cornerback Don Moors
instinctively mads an attempt
to stop this scoring threat.
However, Instead of '""■""-ar
the pigskin to the ground;
Moore intercepted the enemy
aerial, giving the Colonels possession of the ball on their own
four rather than the 30 had he
only deflected the pass.
With lass than two minutes
remaining, Eastern mads an
attempt to run out the clock
with two line plunges and a
short pass. These plays being
unsuccessful. Eastern mentor
Roy Kldd Instructed quarterhack Jim Gulce to allow himself to he tackled in the and
sons, giving the Blue Raiders
two points; but at the same
time giving tha Colonels an opportunity to kick from their
own 30 rather than from dasp in
tha end
Steve Edging returned Bob
Plott's punt 31 yards to hie 40,
but the ball was than advanced
to the Eastern 80 ss a result of
a penalty against tha Colonels.
After two passes to the sidelines had netted 16 yards,
Walker hit end Ken Caplenor
with an aerial on the Colonel
13 yard One. Caplenor turned
and lateralled the pigskin to
Hlodan who covered tha remaining Hi«f«n^» to the goal,
giving "Middle Tennessee a 3320 lead with 1:00 left to play.
The Colonels made a desperate effort to come back once
more but fate was not on their
aide this night
Middle Tennessee waa the recipient of the game's first break
when they recovered an Eastern
fumble early in the gams on the
Eastern one foot line. On the
second play from scrimmage,
Walker sneaked in for the score
and Paul Barnett booted the
P.A.T. for a 7-0 lead
The Colonels started moving
late In the Initial quarter when
linebacker Ron Reed intercepted

& LAUNDRY
E. IRVINE ST.

BIG HILL AVE.

Next to Kroger

Across from

Parking Lot

Colossi Drive-ln

For All Your Cleaning, Laundry
and Alteration Needs

PURKEY'S
FOOD
MARKET

_ Tho Frisodfy Man With Tin ■•tor Bra*d
• Soys, "Cows iy

NOW
IS

• riiottoNO) Town
And Coon try
Snow Tim*

THE

TIME
TO
WINTERIZE

Doko

Open Till
10 P. M.
Motor Oik
lig Hil Ave.

STOH IN AT THE

COLLEGE SERVICE STATION

Wa Like Richmond, Homa of
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY

PERSHING RIFLES

COLLEGE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OP AMERICA

Stocktons
Dru&s

TKUBIViet a. O. T. c

WILLIAM A. "Ml"
MANX
133 Windsor Drivs
Phone, 623-4440

5 Ootober 1966
SUBJECTS

Porshlne Rifle*' Pledge Program

TOi

Baslo Henerve Offloors' Training Corps Cadeta

1. Tha PERSHING RIFLES' Pledge Program is still open to
any Baalo Rsssrv* Offloors' Training Corps Cadet. Company B-l
of Eastern Kentucky University axtonds a oordlal Invitation to
all freahman and sophomores In the HCTC program to Pladga
PERSHING RIFLES.
r '

2.
Tha Parshlng Blfloa Is a national honorary military
soolety organized In 1894 by General John J. Parshlng, than a
saoond lieutenant Instructor at tha University of Nebraska.
Company R-l of Eastern Kantuoky University was chartered In 1955<
R-l attands drill meets In tha Eaatarn seotlon of tha United
States every spring.
3*
For Information oonoeralng tha P. H. Pladga program
lntareatsd oadats should oontaot any Parshlng Blflaman or
oontaot B-l'a headquartera at tha Lanoaster House.
Drill is
■from 17i15 hours to I81I5 hours in front of tha Alumni Colsslum
Monday through Thursday.
In oasa of Inclement weather drill
will be hold in tha uppar oorrldors of tha Coleslum.
*>.

Who needs
fair weether
friendir
You nssd a raincoat
that's right for any
season, any occasion.
There's one thai you
can always depend /
on.lt'stheCricketeer'
Weather Changer.
The Dacron* and
cotton shell Is ZePel*
treated for rain and
slain protection. A
warm, zip-out Alpaca
liner lets you
span tha Masons in
comfort... it's
righter than ram.

Main Street

Welcome
Eastern
Students
and
Faculty

CRICKFTEEHS
Weather Changer.

«

623-3248

Parshlng Blf lee needs YOU and has a plaoa for IQU.

Daryl-Jv. /aalay^J
Captain, parshlng Rifles
Commanding

<aftte
FASHIONS FOR
>0O SAST MAIN STNBST

PHONK SXS-S47S

RICHMOND. KENTUCKY

j

1

ate

40478

smaVJs.

"CALL US

FOR YOUR
DRUG
NEEDS'
►»»

COLLEGE LIFTS "Joe CRca'
PICKS THE WINNERS
OVC
EASTERN
WESTERN
AUSTIN PEAT
CHATTANOOGA
ARKANSAS STATE

EAST TENNESSEE
TENNESSEE TECH
MOREHEAD
MIDDLE TENNE8SE
MURRAY

Other Major Collaga Gamas
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
L. S. U.
TULANE
LOUISVILLE
MICHIGAN STATE
MICHIGAN
NOTRE DAME
U.C.L. A.
NEBRASKA
GeBORGIA TECH
8. M. U.
_
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
SYRACUSE
CLEMSON
FLORIDA
TAMPA
,

ALABAMA
ARKANSAS
.. riENTUOKT
CINCINNATI
DRAKE
OHIO STATE
PURDUE
NORTH CAROLINA
TENN. STATE
KANSAS STATE
A'

-

STAMFORD
BOSTON COLLEGE
DUKE
NORTH CAROLINA
FURMAN

COLLEGE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF «
. . . featuring; the only life Insurance plan designed
for college men, sold exclusively to college men. Ask now about
-THE BENEFACTOR."
First Week—sl.0%—10 of SS Winners.

V

Eastern Progress,

A David In A Goliath's World

Intramural

.„;. .

Schedule
Thursday, Oct. IS
>r»—Off-Campus
Buster*—Sul teaser*

ROTWS

4:10
4:10
4:10
5:08
5:08
6:06
6:00
6:00
6:00

BWCttl

una, 7—Mel's
ays—Knobbi
jr—Royals
Monday, Oat.

4:10
4:10
4:10
8:08
5:06
8:06
6:00
6:00
6:00

,_j K—HotdogB

IStars—Off-Campus
X—Suttcaaara
Ones—Dodger"
-Raiders

}S
1
S

s

4—Knobbe

Tuesday, Oct. 18

4:10
4:10
4:10
5:06
8:06
5:06

._ -Vlklns;
Busters—007s
K—Off-Campus
a—Bearcats
-Pit Rovera
K—Off-Campus
7—Royals
kCcCreary

:&

8:00

JLOVA, LONGINES, RONSON,
TIMEX, GRUEN. RONSON, KEEPSAKE, ZIPPO, ARTCARVED
m

NAMES YOU KNOW AND TRUST —
ALL LESS THAN REGULAR PRICE!
-t

KESSLER'S
RICHMOND* ONLY DISCOUNT JEWELRY

legley Drug Next Door

623-1292

YOU'RE ALWAYS WELCOME AT

C tfisg&yw J

By CBAIG AJOOEBMAN
Jimmy Moberly didn't want
this story written; Jimmy Is
that type of parson.
Occasionally in the world of
sports, particularly football,
there cornea an Individual who
defies all written standards for
success. Jimmy Moberly is such
a person.
Standing 8' 10" and weighing
175 pounds. Moberly terrorises
Ohio Valley Conference opponenta from his linebacker position
In the mldde of the Colonel defense. The 16-year-old sophomore can be seen on any given
Saturday during the grid season
upending opposing halfbacks or
breaking up attempted passes
from the rival quarterback.
Moberly, who alao plays In the
miadle of the Colonel 'goal line
defense, has been a main cog In
the Eastern football machine
since the East Tennessee game
of a year ago when coach Roy
Kldd decided to give the quiet
English major a chance to prove
himself and give the defense a
boost. Since this memorable
day, Jimmy has been giving the
hometown fans something to
cheer about, and rival coaches a
headache.
Jimmy, who admits that his
size IS a definite disadvantage,
feels the Colonels "will bounce
back after the defeat to Middle
Tennessee and go on to win the
rest of our games." Moberly,
an aspirant for a law degree,
states, 'T must rely on quickness
to compete with the larger boys
I face from week to week."
With the Moberly's. football
Is a family affair. Jimmy's
mother, Mrs Jim Moberly, a
local resident and a member of
the Eastern staff, can be seen
at all Eastern games excitedly
doing her part to pull the
Colonels through to victory.
Jimmy established his football
reputation early with local reslThe likeable Moberly was a
standout performer for three
seasons with the Madison Royal
Purples, a local high school rich
In football tradition.
Jimmy's senior year he cocaptained the Purple team which
received state-wide honors. Mob-
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This Week's O.V.C Schedule
Austin Peay at Morehead
East Tennessee at Eastern
M. Tenn. at Chattanooga
Arkansas St. at Murray St,
Western at Tenn. Tech

CORRECTION
Coach Smith and the sports
staff would like to make a
correction in an announce
ment that was made at Middle Tennessee. The announcer
at the Raider game broadcasted that Middle's cross
country team defeated Eastern on that particular Saturday: Eastern did not run
Middle and the Colonesl, incldently, won over last weekend, running away from the
OVC opposition of Western,
Morehead i'nd Austin Peay.

Procedures For Filing Complaints
Set By Humans Rights Commission
The Kentucky Commission
on Human Rights has approved
conciliation agreements closing
three complaints of discrimination in public accommodations
brought to Its attention since
Kentucky's new civil rights act
went Into effect July 1.
Oalen Martin, executive director, said the Commission
expects concllllatlon soon of
the two other such complaints
it has received.
Conciliation Is reached when
the person accused of discriminating agrees In writing to
comply with the civil rights
act and to post the public accommodations poster supplied
by the Commission.
Martin said the Commission
has received two complaints of
discrimination in employment,

also covered by the new law.
One case was dismissed and
the other Is pending.
The Commission has prepared a new three-page form
for filing complaints.
Martin said, 'Although the
law does not require that any
other specific form be used to
file complaints, persons who
believe they have been discriminated against will speed up investigation by using this form."
Martin said the forms could
be obtained by writing the
Commission at Frankfort
Martin said complaints
should be filed "no later than
90 days after an unfair employment practice and no later
than 180 days after discrimination in a place of public accommodation."

Pictured above Is Jimmy Moberly. 5' 10" 176 pound CWonel
linebacker who makes up for his tack of six* with determination and quickness.
eriy, a recelpient of all-confer- putation as one of the conence and aU-state honors, led ference's premier linebackers.
the Madison squad to the State Through dedication and hard
Class AA finals where the Pur- work, this has been achieved.
An Jimmy Moberly progresses
ples feU before the Highland
through his coleglate career, opBluebirds.
While at Madison, Jimmy ponents may look forward to
played under coaches Roy Kldd afternoons of frustration as
and Bobby Harville, who are they try to stop this David makcurrently at the Eastern helm. ing -a mockery of the Goliath's
Jimmy has established a re- world In which he dwells.
OVC AND OPPONENTS SCORES
Middle Tennessee 22—Eastern 20
Tennessee Tech 14—East Tennessee S
Western 7—Austin Peay 3
Morehead 30—Murray 8
Flndlay 20—Ferris State 0
North Texas State 40—Tampa 6

MARIOS

ITie finest in Italian and
American
dishes.
•

Your Favorite Meeting Place.

WALGREEN AGENCY DRUG STORE

Pizzas, Sandwiches and Complete Dinner

Corner 2nd & Main Streets

1

.

EASTERN STUDENTS
SINCE 1934

DINE & DANCE IN OUR PRIVATE
CAMPUS ROOM
(Admission through ID Card)
SOUTH SECOND STREET

ft
ALWAYS

r***a
Hugger Button-Down
Gant "invented" the Hugger shirt for men
who want to look trim, slim and neat. The
fit is as precise as a custom shirt. Added
niceties: Gant's superior cotton oxford, the
inimitable flare of Gant's softly rolled collar. In navy, green or brown stripings.

(ftp Intwrattg &lj0p
212 WATER STREET
• Eastern Kentucky University
• University of Kentucky
• Miami University
State University
• University of Cincinnati
h Ohio University
Bowling Green State U.
I Purdue University

Reduced! Thru Saturday only!
All our Towncraft* never-iron*
dress shirts with long sleeves...

$

^^ %J
3- 12
■ •■

reg. $5 now

A tremendous boy at their regular price - now a really remarkable
value! That Penn-Prest label means they'll never need ironing to
look crisp and smooth-as-new. They go non-stop from dryer to
hanger, to you. Stay wrinkle-free all day long. Polyester/cotton
oxford and broadcloth weaves, in stripes, postals, white. Kingdor,
snap-tab, buttondown styles. Stack up now, at our extra-low price!

All our reg. 3.98 Penn-Prest
short sleeve shirts now
3 for IU

LIKE IT? CHARGE in

■
*Lee-Pr«st Leens-now with permanent press
That $75 ski parka hasn't got a thing on $6 Lee-Prest Lectures. Those alacka
have the quality, the look and the long, lean tailoring that go great with anything.
And Lee-Prest Leesures have a new total permanent press that makes ironing a
thing of the past. Shown, Lee-Prest Leens in Bob Cat Twill fabric. Inlgden
Sand, Pewter and Black. Other Lee-Prest Leesures from $6 to $9.

leesuresrs
SO AVAILABLE IN CANADA.

^f^T

THESE SLACKS ARE SOLD TO YOU AT

Wt\t ImuMTHtto. g^Op
212 WATER STREET

BE BBBBBAttneaaUB

~^

ar
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" CU ♦ WOT

By NANCY KAY PltrNZEL Rosner consisted of a stare, a
laugh and a six part discordWomm'n Editor
Pike County Club Elects
ant. "The Cruel War."
Mary Lee Wigginton did a
Reporter
At their last meeting the solo, "Try to Remember," acthe Pike County Club members companied on the -piano by
elected Jerry Comoton as their Lillian Wells. Pat Davis did a
reporter.
and
Carl
Sword hilarious announcement of "The
was introduced as their new Adventures of Horny Toad." It
co-sponsor. Other officers of started with a commercial by
the Pike County Club are: Joe "Basil Hlshop" better known
Coleman. president; Leon Cole- aa Marilyn Rosner. Included in
man, vice-p resident; Kaye the presentation were Ken
Hamilton, secretary; Linda Glbbs. Nona Chuhay, Sharon
Griffith, treasurer; and Reggie McBride and Mary Lee WigSmith. Student Council repre- ginton.
Then "See Evil," Phyllis
sentative.
Bsr> Now Featuring "The Arc" Munz, "Hear Evil," Jane MunAll students and faculty are son, and "Speak Evil," Nancy
Invited to visit "The Arc," a Fr-eman concluded the procoffee house, on Friday and gram with "OJd Folks At
Saturday nights atthe BSU Home," "Old Black Joe," and
Center. The coffee house fea- "My Old Kentucky Home" on
ture* folk singing and other their tremendous wind Instrumusical entertainment, art ex- ments.
On Sunday evening, Oct. 9,
hibits, conversation and snacks.
All! students are Invited to Dr. Allen Ragan, Associate
Professor
of political science
participate weekly In activities
of the Baptist Student Union spoke on "Kentucky's Revised
Choir. Rehearsals are held each Constitution" for Westminster's
Thursday at 6 p.m. at the Cen- program.
Porymathologlsta Has
ter. James Boyd serves as diBusiness Meeting
rector, and Twyla Corder is
the accompanist.
The Polymathologists had
Drum and Sandal Ha*
their second meeting Tuesday
Final Tryouts
at 7:15 p.m. in Roark 103.
Drum and Sandal's contem- President Robert Lewis and
porary dance club held their VIce-President Kenneth Barksfirst open meeting (workshop) dale gave informative and enSept. 28 at Weaver Dance joyable talks. These were folStudio.
by a short business meetMany freshmen and upper- lowed
ing. Other officers of the Polyclassmen attended. Potential mathologists are: Linda Lawmembers and regular club son, secretary; and Joyce Dyer,
members participated In vari- treasurer.
ous techniques which were
Hub Presidents Meet For
conducted by Sherry Walters,
Discussion
vice-president. Marti Berkley
Bill
McOonnell, president of
was in charge of creativity. the Student
Council, met with
Poems were chosen to be ab- the club presidents to discuss
stract in movement.
of Eastern's
Drum and Sandal encourages the co-ordination
Mr. Smith. Eastern's
everyone Interested In dancing clubs.
Club Co-ordinator, spoke to
to attend these workshops and this group.
the final tryouts. The final
At this meeting, it was sugtryouts will be held on Oct. 19.
that students sing the
Men and women are welcome. gested
It will begin at 6 p.m. In Weav- National Anthem at all home
football and basketball games.
er Dance Studio.
Everyone was In favor of this
WeatmlMter Fellowship
Young Republicans President
Htm Talent Show
Attends Seminar
Westminster Fellowship pre.
Art Leishman, president of
sented a 'Talent Night" Luclle Shepard taugh a folk dance *oung Republicans, attended a
from Israel. Spanish music was seminar at the University of
enjoyed by Nancy Ashford on Kentucky two weekends back
the guitar. Charlie Tapp, Pam He discussed with the members
Smith and Wanda Moore of the club the Important
presented 'The Eskimos." speeches that he heard during
"Wouldn't It Be Lovely" was the seminar. Illegal voting was
of the main topics of dis■ung by Hilda Ward accom- one
cussion.
panied on the piano by Lillian
It was also decided that the
Wells. A surprise presented by
Nancy Ashford, Carol Sittlg, Young Republicans have a
Larry PoweU, Sharon McBride, homecoming float this year. At
Buddy Homer and Marilyn the next meeting their Queen
candidate will be chosen.

Corduroy And Wool For Class Wear

1«< NANCY
M A TkirTV V1T
By
KAY DtrtVl'TsPI
PRXVZEL
Women's Editor
As these fall days start rolling arouna,
around, the
weather is getmg
cne weatner
ting too cool to wear cottons,
nirlal
oral
nrtur
ircliUn
nl_
Girls are now getting mi*
out *k
their
corduroy and wool clothing,
because it Is still not cold
enough to begin wearing coats.
Corduroy and light weight
wool are the most popular fabrics for the fall season. Corduroy suits seem to have quite
a hold in the fashion trend this
season.
A variety of new trends are
touching on the fashion scene
this fall. One Item that definitely will be popular are the
kneesocks. Many girls also like
the nickers. And this year It
seems to be the style to wear
saddle oxfords with these kneesocks and nickers.
Also on the fashion scene
this year are the colorful hipsters. They are especially being shown in light turquoise,
mint green, yellow and pale
blue. To really set off these
hipster skirts, many of them
have matching print poorboys.
Popular for many years, but
still liked by many college girls
are the kilt skirts. They are
very feminine, and appropriate
for classroom wear. Many of
the college men like them,
especially on windy days!

irm

_ . «r*

Kilt and Kneesocks
Miss Jan Roberts, a sophomore from Morrow, Ohio, la
appealing
in a beige butappearing nere
here In
toned-down collar blouse "with
n nUM 1.11s, It ■_■■■ ■
a plaid kilt Her kilt is a twoway plaid of brown, black and
white, and has the safety pin
for those windy fall day*. To
make Jan's outfit look cqmplete, she has added some
brown kneesocks that match
the color in her skirt
Many of the kilts that' are
fashionable this year are pfaid
in design. But there are a few
coming out In solids, for Instance, brown, navy and olive
green.
Kneesocks are also popular.
Some girls like them Just for
matching an outfit and giving
the "total look". And there are
numerous college girls who
like kneesocks and nickers because they keep their legs
warm on these cold, cold days
Hipsters and Poorboys
Last year the poorboys came

FROM $1.00 UP.
Some Pierced — Some Not.
"On the Way to Town"

MISS JAN ROBERTS
Fluid KUt and Kneesocks

DIXIE
DRY CLEANERS

Cotton Maid Contest
Blanks Available

The National Cotton Council
of America will choose a girl
to represent the American cotton Industry next year at home
and abroad, and who will also
serve as a goodwill emissary
for her community and her
school. She will be entertained
by heads of state, appear on
radio and television, and star
in fashion shows.
As Maid of Cotton, she must
be more than just a pretty girl.
She must possess outstanding
poise, personality, background,
and intelligence. A number of
students on Eastern's campus
have these necessary qualifications.
All Maid of Cotton candidates must: 1. Never have been
married, and be between the
sges of 19 and 33, Inclusive.
(Must have reached the age of
19 by Dec. 38, 1986). 3. Have
been born in one of the cottonproducing states, such as Kentucky. The applicant is considered tp meet this qualification If her parents were legal
residents of a cotton-producing
state but serving in the armed
services elsewhere at time of
appllcants's birth.
3. Be photogenic 4. Be at
least 5 feet, 5 Inches tall. 5.
Be in excellent health. 6. Be
willing and able to make an International tour beginning early in January and lasting until
August (The winner would
have to suspend her studies for
the duration of the tour.) 7. Be
willing to travel with a chaperon designated by the National Cotton Council of America.
9. Agree to appear before
the audience at the finals In
cotton apparel; agree to appear before the Judging cornmi tfec (not before the audience) in a bathing suit 10.
Agree, if selected to appear
in the fi nalB, to be In Memphis
an Dec. 37-38, 19«8.
11. Agree to the following fl-

nanciai arrangements: (a)
Bach finalist, unless her trip
to Memphis Is financed by a
state or regional Maid of Cotton sponsor, will receive roundtrip first-class air travel for
herself and mother or chaperon
from hometown (or nearest airport) to Memphis. All finalists
will receive $100 in cash to
cover Incidental travel and living expenses (hotel, meals,
etc.) while In Memphis; (b)
The first and second alternates
will each receive, in addition,
a $100 Savings Bond; (c) The
winner of the 1967 Maid of
Cotton selection will receive her
tour wardrobe and all tour expenses.
13. Realise that the purpose
of the entire program Is to
stimulate interest in cotton and
Its products, and that background, personality, and appearance are of equal importance in the selection of the
Maid of Cotton.
Any Eastern girl who Is Interested in making application
for this 1967 Maid of Cotton
Selection may contact Nancy
Prlnsel In McGregor Hall or In
the Progress Office, Room 8
of the Roark Building. It would
be nice for Eastern to have a
representative from the university.

Bulletin Board
The Eastern Progress will
run a bulletin board in every
Issue. This special service
will include lost and found,
offers for services such as
typing and baby-sitting, and
other offers of service.
There Is no charge to those
wishing to use the bulletin
board.
All information for the bul
letln board may be turned
Into the
Progress Office,
Roark 8.

iCirtUX&U£

puts together The Sweater
• • • The Skirt—What a wonderful way to look—top to
bottom! The saddle-shoulder
Big-V pullover of Pandora's
own Luxury-spun 100% wool
Scotchkin! The college-drummer skirt is an artful crafting of 3-gore shaping, in
100% wool heather!

Sweater Sizes
34 fo 40
Skirt Sizes
6 to 16

8.98
$8.98

Smart Shop
COLLEGE - CAREER
North Second St.

MISS MARTY GARLAND
Poorboy and Hipster Outfit
out It took them a while to
really get started In .the world
of fashion. But after the girls
caught on to the idea, poorboys became one of the most
popular clothing Items among
the girls.
The fashion designers then
put out the hipsters to be worn
with these poorboys. Many of
the girls liked these right

give Marty the "total look"
along with her matching turquoise kneesocks. She Is carrying all her Immediate necessities in this tan leather shoulder bag with black saddle
stitching trim.
Solid Cable Sweater and
Matched Skirt
Miss Linda Detmer, a junior
from Middletown, Ohio is appearing here in a navy sweater
of cable crotchet It is quite
stylish, and somewhat different from the plain knitted
sweater. Her print blouse also
has navy print on a white background. And Linda's skirt Is a,
navy blue straight skirt, with
the kick pleat in the back. This
is one of the most popular and
practical outfits for the college
girl every year.

WE'VE MADE AN EXCEPTIONAL PURCHASE FROM
A WELL KNOWN MAKER TO BRING YOU THIS
GREAT ANNIVERSARY VALUE IN SPORTSWEAR

Where your clothes receive that
personal care that only long
experience can give.

Women's and Misses

Try us and get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT.
We Guarantee To Please.
240 S. SECOND

....

MISS LINDA DETMER
Matched Skirt and Sweater

977 PAIR EARRINGS

COSITIETICS

.

;

JUST ARRIVED!

mERLE noRfiifln

—

away. But a girl's build depends a lot on If she can wear
a hipster and still look nice.
Many girls looks very nice In
them.
Modeling a hipster and poorboy outfit here is Miss Marty
Garland. She Is a sophomore
from Cincinnati, Ohio. Her
hipster Is a medium turquoise
and has the matching wide
belt.
Marty is also wearing a
white background with light
and dark turquoise flowered
print poorboy. This also helps

Boy Type Suits

PHONE 623-1368

Nationally Advertised

Wool Skirts
REGULAR PRICE $14.98
uvmc.

You'll recognize the well known maker as soon as you tee
the fins tailoring of these »morl boy suits. They're tailored
of flattering lightweight corduroys in richly colored mlnloture prints and beautiful paitlsy patterns. You can choose
two suits for just about the rsgular pries of one! Sizes 8
to 16.

. raoMaioo

McCORD'S "WHERE YOUR

JEWERLY
STORE
7r__

—CREDIT IS

ii&£*&«i6iiB8*2 BBaSBBBnffsaBBBS*BMnBBH>lSSSHKn<BBHBS

REGULAR PRICE $7.98
Beautifully tailored skirls, everyone specially
purchased from well known maker. All wools
in kick pleat walker style and smart A-line style
Sizes 22 to 28. Solid colors.
V

ALWAYS GOOD"
134 West Main

3.67
«-WAV PLAN AT LEHMAN'S

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
' 9 sShsB^BBBSSBBBBB

1.

PAY CA8H

*.

LAY1AWAY

«

1TISTNA1
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Breathitt Urges Vote
By Absentee Ballot

State Talent Hunt

REVERSI

Qov. Edward T. Breathitt today urged all eligible KenBy NANOT KA.X FBHOBX.
ftKwi.— who will be away from
borne on election day, Nov. 8.
a Edlter
W
to vote by absentee ballot
One outstanding type of outThe governor directed his
plea primarily to the thousands fit for the Homecoming Game
of students attending colleges pictured here. And this threeand universities in Kentucky
would be this three-pieoa sat
and other states.
piece reversible outfit la quite
On moat Kentucky cam- different from the standard
puses, he said, arrangements trend of suits that are worn
have been made to have appli- every year to the football
cations for absentee ballots games.
available. If not. the student
Many girl* would be frantic
may obtain an application from to even think of spending the
his
county
clerk
at
home.
Mr.
Prank;
and
Jerry
Woodhouse.
Vice
Presimoney
for a three-piece outfit
MB. JIM BARNES, (far right), Manner Of
The deadline for asking for They would not even stop to
dent and women's wear buyer. Mr. Prank
the University Shop in Richmond, Joined the
an absentee ballot Is Oct. SO. think of the different outfit*
announced the addition of two shops to the
member* of University Shop*, Incorporated,
The application must be notar- which they already have that
new corporation located at the University of
. for a cook-out recently at the home of Marized and sent to the county could be mixed In with thla outEastern In Richmond, and at the University
vin Frank, President of the Corporation, In
clerk in the applicant's home fit Colors like the rod and
of Cincinnati.
Columbus
Seated (left to right) are Jerry
county. If the application Is ap- beige pictured hen, can be
Cloud, Vice President and man's wear buyer;
proved, a ballot will be mailed mixed and matched quite easily.
to the applicant
Miss Julie Harrison Is modelMMrWWWWWWUW
Enclosed will be a return envelope addressed to the county ing here In thla three-piece outclerk. There also will be an in- Ht of which the skirt and coat
A new school emphasising teachers and four classrooms. ner envelope In which the bal- are reversible. She U a Junior
It Is financed by the State lot la to be sealed after It la from Chicago, 111., and she has
remedial education Is In as—Inn
at the Kentucky Reception Cen- Department of Education'* notarised. Ballots, to be count- done modeling before.
Minimum Foundation Fund and ed, must he In the hands of the
Her sweater la a flaming
ter at Lyndon.
In the past, only a limited a special appropriation by the clerks by 0 p.m. election day.
red with a turtle neck openIn hhi plea to young people ing. It Is a slipover sweater
educational program conducted General Assembly for "out of
to avail themselves of the ab- with long sleeves. Thla sweatby one teacher in two small district" children.
Bach upgraded class Is made sentee ballot where necessary. er could be combined In with
classrooms has been available
for the delinquents, who usual- up of the 10 or 11 members Governor Breathitt said the many outfits of any young colly stay at the center about of one therapy group. Since nonpartiean question of adopt- lege girl'* wardrobe.
classes are leas than one-half ing an up-to-date, revised State
three weeks.
Julie's skirt Is a red small
The new school Is part of the a* large aa public school Constitution la "one of the moat check wooL It has beige wool
s, the youngsters re
receive important questions they will trim around the hem. Thai
Jefferson County school sys- classes,
tem and has a principal, three more Individual attention.
face during their entire lives." skirt is reversible, and the
other aide la solid rod, also
with the beige trim around the
ham.
212 Water Street
Her coat fabric matches that
of the skirt and la also reversible. It ha* the red and
Stephen Rolf, M, who is marBy JUDY W1GLESWORTH good quality of girls." She her- ried and Uves with his wife In beige check on one aide, and
self is proud to be part of a
the solid red on the other. It
Feature Writer
university growing both In else Portsmouth. Ho is employed ha* a semi-full cut and has the
Three new faces to the cam- and in academic excellence. The by the county engineering de- tie bait to add styling. Julie
ia also wearing beige swede
rand women'a dormitories rapid expansion is tout a never partment in Portsmouth.
Mra. Rolf saya she enjoys shoee to blend in with her outparticular belong to Mra. ceasing effort to meet the de- people
of
all
types
and
f
eeU
Faatoria Hogue Tucker, Mrs. mand for increased education. that her Job will help keep her fit
Philosophy of Life
This outfit would be a very
Edna H. Rolf, and Mrs. Irene
She feels both the campus In a younger frame of mind. fashionable one to wear to the
Johnson, assistant resident diShe
speaks
of
Eaatern
aa
"wonrectors in Burnam, Sidney Clay and community of Richmond derful and its growth 1* like Homecoming Game. It has an
have extended a warm hand in
individualistic appearance, but
and Case Halle, respectively.
nothing I have ever seen."
yet la considered to be at the
Mr*. Tucker's warm friendly helping her adjust to her new
height of fashion.
face Is often found in the lobby Job. Her phUoeophy of life Is:
Mrs. Johnson Works
of Burnam Hall, part of the
With Case Hall Girl*
Take Ttaie to Live,
tradition of Eastern, where she
Mrs. Johnson is well acLive—That's what time is
tries to help each girl with her
quainted with Eaatern aa her
particular problem as best she for—Live.
Work—It la the prioe of suc- three slaters, a brother, son,
can. She s> weU-aulted for this
and two daughters have atlob since she has two daughThink—It I* the source of tended or graduated from here. ■ i
ters of her own. Neville Ann,
One daughter, Phyllis, la ■
Continued From Page 1
the oldest "> a medical- secre- power.
Play—It i* the foundation senior physical education ma- Award" in 1906, Dr. Martin
tary at Columbia University
jor thla year.
In New York City sad previ- of wisdom
Mrs. Johnson heard of an W active in civic and welfare
Be Friendly—It la the road
ously traveled all over the
opening for the Job
while at-l organisations. He waa state
J
of
happiness
r~.
•
...
..•_._ ■ AMnnalm
chairman
fnr
tBm
globe sa a reporter and photending
summer
school
this campaign chairman for the
Dream
—
It'a
hitching
your
tographer for the National
lt«4 cerebral palsy drive. He
year
and
began
her
Job
on
Geographic magazine. Mrs. wagon to a star.
also is a member of Phi Delta
Look Around—It's too short Sept 1. Although she has work- Kappa, professional education
Tom Pulhngton, the younger
ed as a substitute teacher, aba
daughter, teaches In the Scott a day to be selfish
fraternity. He is a member of
Laugh—It la the music of is working toward her element- the board of director* of the
County school system and Hvee
ary education teacher's degree
with her husband In Indian the soul.
YVCA
sad the board of manBe Courteous— It is the work now. She is taking one course Sers of the Presbyterian Child
Hills In Georgetown. Mrs. Tuckduring
the
fall
semester.
Mra.
er says of her children, "They of a gentle woman.
elfare Agency, Synod of KenJohnson is a Knox County naSidney Clay's
have been teachers to me."
tive but ha* spent most of her tucky.
Assistant
Director
Native Keatorartaa
Since Dr. Martin became
Mrs. Rolf, the assistant resi- life In Harlan.
Leads Bsny Life
Eaatern welcomes these new president in 1S00, major condent
director
in
Sidney
Clay
Mrs. Tucker waa responsible
women to Its housing staff and struction projects totaling
for S25 girls at Midway Junior Han, Is not new to those stu- knows that they will become. about |50 million have been
dents
who
ware
here
during
Cntteaar the* east sour eats -a
If they haven't already, an Im- completed at Eaatern, and stuhalf years. A native of Louis- the summer school and Inter- portant part of Eastern's wom- dent enrollment has grown
ville and a member of the cession terms. She has been en's college life.
from 2,M4 in 1960 to almost
Presbyterian church, Mrs. on the staff since June 1 and
8.000 this fall.
Tucker spent about 20 years has served as head resident diof her life in Middleeboro rector In Burnam, McGregor,
where her husband waa en- and Clay Halls during the reggaged In the coal and timber ular directors' vacations.
She waa born In ToUaboro,
business. She apaaks very fondKy. (Lewis County) but has
ly
of
her
husband
and
says
ROXANNE REYNOLDS
there will never be another lived in Portsmouth, Ohio a
•
great part of her Ufa She forperson quite like he was.
Double Breasted
She believes Eastern should merly worked in the Scioto
be proud of such a "fine presi- County courthouse in Ports*
Suit and
dent outstanding deans, and mouth. She has one son, John

Underway In Ky.
A statewide talent huat_
the State Department of
aonnel la now underway
Kentucky college sad unf
tv campuses, Personnel Commissioner Walter Gattis announces.
•We specifically need social
worker*, librarians, engineers,
business administration majors,
accountants and auditors," the
commissioner said
Gattis said personnel recruiters will speak about Job opportunities in State Govenment
to faculty groups and student
assemblies during the next
three month period They also
plan to work through Job placement offices provided on mart
of the csmpusns around the
state.
Gattis explained that student* being interviewed now
will graduate within the next
atx months. Also the commissioner said .Interviewers will
be able to furnish information
about financial assittsnee for
graduate study in the are— of
library
science
and social
work.' '

Remedial Program In Session

Sty*

jKrlly*ii 3lariat
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Dorm Mothers

New Hall Directors For Coeds

BOSS JULIE HARRISON
Three **»©» Boverslble Outfit of Bed and Beige

——

Martin Elected

Best Wishes for a Successful

1966-67 SCHOOL YEAR

"Don't Bay It
with Flowers, Bay
It with Kelly's

Permanent Waving. Manicuring, Frosting.
CaM Us Far Prompt

All typo beauty servieo.

Free Delivery:

BEAUTY SALON

623-4998
local store in
RUTH
CANDY.

Phone 623-5770

311'WBf

Central Music Co.

i

Matching Purse

in

=

Richmond's Only
Record Shop

By Saaton Hall

tcfcnsE shop

THE FINEST IN MUSIC"

It's New!
Bonded
RJPPtiKNir

PADDED

Located Corner First and Water Sts.

HIDDEN TREASURE
Eastern Students and Faculty

2 pc. SUIT

by

WELCOME TO
«ji ar

On the go every fash-

iMU

tDowwa firs
JVM

saMuMa .jgftao

*'

ion moment whether

Plenty Of Free Parking

you're traveling from
home to Rome or
from dan to campus!
Stalk skirt and color-

isaoMisiMg

piped white dickey

eeee

under a jacket with
4 laps, lots of gilt

STOP and SNACK at

buttons. Navy, lime,
hot pink textured Or-

BURGER BROIL

ion* acrylic bonded
to acetate. Site* 5-13.

Confidential contourer. that adds carves
with the softest, subtlest touch ever . . .
Action- feature under cups, expands or contracts to conform with every move. Yields
without affecting cup contour uplift. Lycra
front bottom section. Drip-dry cup and side
secUons. Black, White, Nude-tral. A, B * C,

sa/ 86.

8

$5.

99
HM

•y Villager

Horn. of the Ferns lSe Hornburgers

Shakes:

and Preach Pries*

Vanilla • Strawberry • Chocolate

Broiling makes the difference
West Main Street

Wchawad. Ky

CHARGE ACCOUNTS; CHECKS CASHED.
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Ladies In Green

I

I

1

Women Brighten ROTC
As Company Sponsors

If you like
» fighter...
you'll like

RALPH
McGILL's
column

By BOOES LANE
take part tat are sot all eonrestate Writer
fined to Just ispTwssnting their
For many freshman and respective companies. On our
first-year students entering campus there Is a Sponsor Drill
Eastern's Military Science de- team under the command of
partment for the first time, it the Sponsor Brigade commandla usually quits a shock to
er and under the direction of
a charming young lady stand- an advanced R.O.T.C cadet
ing at the head of her com- Col. Smith mads special note
pany beside the company com- of sa outside activity that was
mander. The shock soon wears initiated last spring by the
off when it is explained to sponsors. They traveled to Fort
them that this young lady 1s
their company sponsor for.the Khox military Reservation to
visit our wounded serviceman
semester.
from Viet Nam. If for no other
Twenty-Six Sponsors
This semester in Eastern's reason, this should give Eastern's students sufficient
R.O.T.C. department there are grounds
to be proud of the Spon26 sponsors. Each young lady sor Brigade.
represents one of the companies
in the cadet brigade ,as well Sponsorship Program
as each of the special activities Begsa fte UN
FRANKFORT — More days
corresponding to the Military
The Sponsor Brigade Is a
Science department. Such spe- well-eetablished part of East- of hunting and a greater area
cial activities Include the PersH" ern's R.O.T.C. department Col. in which to hunt have been aling Rifle company, the Coun- Smith added with pride that lotted to Kentucky bow and
ter-Guerrilla Raider company, "our sponsors have been a tra- arrow deer hunters this year,
the Band company and Scab- dition at Eastern since 1030." the Department of Fish a
bard and Blade.
And it seems that there will Wildlife Resources reports.
These young ladies are nomi- always be a Sponsor Brigade
The season opened Oct. 1 and
nated by each individual com- at Eastern as long as there are will continue through that
pany and special activity. After enough young women to fill a month, will reopen Dec. 1 and
the nominations, if there are company.
continue through Dee. 31, grrno conflicts, the girls are notified that they have been chosen
ss a sponsor. And from that
point on they assume their
duties as a part of the K. O.
T. C. program.
Ladles Boost Morale
Coll. Everett N. Smith, Professor of Military Science here
at Eastern, noted with extreme
seriousness that "these yeanf
ladles are our representatives
of the Military Science department They boast and support
the Military Science department and contribute to the
overall attitude of the camHi-Way Transport Set
pus."
12 detailed pieces! Metal
The activities that
vehicles. 10-signs. E7130

Cadets Of The Week

Pick-Up Points

4

{
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Trooper Examinations Given At Local Potto

IDEAL
RESTAURANT
241 W. MAIN ST.

RICHMOND, Ky.

wmamOBSStiSSi

Every day as you eat in the Ideal
Restaurant... you have a chance
of eating a free meal ... if the
Golden Pork is in your napkin.

TELEVISION REPAIR

State Police plan to begin applications) from all cltisens
giving examinations for new and that he is hopeful Negroes
troopers at local posts rather will apply.
than only at Frankfort, Gov.
Examinations will be given
Edward T. Breathlt.t has announced.
within the next two weeks at
Breathltt said the change posts at Mayfield. Madisonwas being made because of the ville, Bowling Green, Elizabethdistance to Frankfort and the town, Frankfort, Harlan, Lonpressing need to get additional, don, Hasard, Plkevllle, Lebanon, Dry Ridge, Ashland, Richqualified recruits.
"Ws're looking for young mond, Morehead and LaGrange.
men of courage who want action to fill a class beginning
Nov. 1," Breathltt said.
The I960 General Assembly
provided funds for SO more
Starting this weak these
troopers this fiscal year and rooms wfll be open from 7-10
00 the following year. The p.m. Monday through Thurslegislature also provided salary day: Combs 228, 229, 230, and
Increases.
231. More study rooms will be
Breathltt emphasised that J opened If it Is needed.
the State Pojtee see seeMngj

Study Rooms Open

tr

foatmt

OCT. 9-15, 1966

Welcomes Students & Faculty

Specialist In Transistors.
Phonographs. Car Radios

THE ARTISTIC COMBINATION OF STRIKING

CLICK'S RADIO & T.V.

HAIR COLORING AND STYLING IS OUR

Phone 623-1200

McKee Bldg.

South I st St.

Phone 623-3272

Half-price to
college students and
faculty:
the newspaper that
newspaper people
read. . •
At last count, we had more than 8,800 newspaper editors on our list of subscribers to The
Christian Science Monitor. Editors from all
over the world.
There is a good reason why these "pros" read
the Monitor: the Monitor is the world's only
daily international newspaper. Unlike local
papers, the Monitor focuses exclusively on
world news — the important news.
The Monitor selects the news it considers
most significant and reports it, interprets it,
analyzes it—in depth. It takes you further into
the news than any local paper can.
k If this is the kind of paper you would like to
be reading, we will send it to you right away at
half the tegular price of $24.00 a year.
Ctjp the coupon. Find out why newspapermen themselves read the Monitor — and why
they Invariably name it as one of the five best
papers in the world.

IN A NEW OR
USED CARS

cox

FORD

W

ing the hunter S3 days in which
to seek his deer.
This year all counties which
will be open in the gun season,
74, plus four others, Anderson,
Woodford, Henry and Owen
win be legal hunting grounds
for the archery hunt
78 Counties Ope.
Open counties are: Lewis,
Oresnup, Fleming, Rowan, Garter. Elliott, Bath, Menlfee, Morgan, Johnson, Magoffln, Powell,
Wolfe, Bstffl, Lee, Breathltt,
Floyd, Knott, Leteher, Rockcastle, Jackson, Owalsy, Perry,
Pulaski, Laurel, day, Leslie,
Wayne, McCreary, Whitley,
Bell. Harlan, Khox, Livingston,
Lyon, Trigs;, Crlttenden, CaldweU, Christian, Union, Webster,
Hopkins, Muhlenberg, Todd,

Log-an, Davless, McLean, Ohio,
Butler, Warren, Orayson, Hancock. Kdmonson, Barren, Monroe, Brecktnrldfs, Meads, Hardm. Hart, Mstealfe, fiimher
land, Buflltt, Kelson, Lama,
Marion, Taylor, Green, Casey,
Adair. Henderson, Boyle, Russell, Clinton, Allen, ftndirisl.
Woodford, Henry and Owen.
Only one deer may be taken
either in the gun or bow and
arrow season. In addition to
a valid hunting license the
archery hunter must also have
a deer permit, the cost of which
is J10.50 for either resident or
non-resident and which permit
is valid In either the gun or
bow and arrow aiason or until
one deer Is killed.

2.77

■tu

TOP CHOICE

MAKE YOUR XMAS
LAYAWAY AT

WESTERN
AUTO
Any item in rhe Store.
Ask for our
Free 200 page
Will Winter

135 W. Irvine

The Davis Beauty Salon

SERVICE TO YOU.

I

WEEK

463 Big HM Ave.

service to you..

W. Irvine Street

NEWSPAPER

Bow And Arrow Deer Hunting Open

Howard C. Platt, Jr., left, and Dennis J. Wheeler, rlfht, are
two of the three young men who were awarded the honor of
being "Cadets of the Week." They were chosen by the
Military Science Department.
Band Company la represnted recting a high school band. He
by Dennis J. Wheeler as their was also a "Cadet of the Week"
"Cadet of the Week." Dennis last year.
Is the son of Mr. and Mrs.-Jack
Denny
Hogue. a
second
D. Wheeler, and his home is In semester freshman, represents
Chllhowle, Va.
A sophomore "E" Company, 3rd Platoon as a
majoring in music education, "Cadet of the Week." Denny's
Dennis has future plans of dimajor Is still undecided and
plans to go into advanced military science. His hometown is
in Waynesburg.
Another "Cadet of the WeekThe Eastern Progress will la Howard C. Platt, Jr He Is a
be distributed at the follow- freshman from Lexington. Howing points by Tuesday noon ard plans to attend Eastern tor
throughout the school year: four years and take Advanced
Beckham, Brockton Laund- R.O.T.C; he then plans to enlist
romat, Burnam, Case, Clay, in the army and stay single for
Combs. Dupree, Keith, Mar- awhile. Howard represents "I"
tin, Mattox, McCreary. Mil- Company, the 3rd Battalion.
kier, McGregor,
SUB grill,
Sullivan, Todd, and Weaver
grill.

lEaatmt
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Green's Barber Shop
CORNER OF SECOND and MAIN
Richmond, Ky.
See and try our new
Bar-Air-Vac System. Something new
in Hair Cutting
No Itching

No Scratching

FIVE COMPETENT BARBERS TO
, serve you at all times.
and Cleo to shine your shoes

cr7

Thank You For Your Patronage

California

COBBKRS
*

SPECIAL!

SWEETSHOP

EVERY
MONDAY-TUESDAY
VA Fried Chicken
with French Fries
-she

EVERY WEDNESDAY FRIDAY - SATURDAY
'/> Lb. Hamburger Steak
with French Fries—Slaw

89t

89*

SHOW-OFF...
of a walking shoe, California Cobblers wide t-strapj
celled "Standout." A smart continental look on
an inch-high stack heel . . . looks marvelous with
your most sophisticated suits. Have it in brown
blue, black and red leather for only
10.95
As seen in GLAMOUR.

&

Jixco.ro> AT ID

200 & 214 MAIN STREET

CHRYSLERS
„. IMPORT CARS

Simca - Alpine
Tiger * Minx
Sunbeam
Alpine
Imp
RICHMOND MOTOR COMPANY
"For the test in Economy Automobiles,
cof or see Gip Perfce or Lester fvcrioto"

with a
HONDA
Closer to class. Closer to the fraternity house.
And a lot closer to the opposite sex. Honda
offers you all these advantages plus economy:
price, upkeep and insurance are all irresistably
low. Why not join the crowd?
Free Brochure: Write American Honda Motor Co., lee
Department C-4. Box 60. Gardens. Calitornts e 1968 AHM

' MonflUffl^KsX ffl DHBeSBasBuUnS^BSwPJBHBBBDPDBl
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Eastern Progress,

Ferrell To Head
TCF Local Drive

Thurs., Oct. 13,1966
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Students Jet To Europe

Jesse Stuart Returns Here
To Address Frosh Assembly

College student* and high and the Kiddle East An atDr. D. T. Terrell, Emeritus
senior* faced with the tractive brochure giving full
His "Men of the Mountains" sociation at that time.
Professor of Education, hll been school
By BRENDA P. RISNER
itineriee and prlcea for 17 sumStuart, who became
Eastern's author-ta-resldence received the Academy of Arts ern's
appointed Ambassador Chair- prospect of nine months aca- mer tours la available on reauthor-fc-ra-ldsnns _
man for the Teachers CoUeje demic labors can take heart quest front Air France Student Jesse Stuart, returns to cam- and Sciences Award In 1941,
fund In Richmond, accordingto In contempUttog a atudant- •fcurs. Dept. CO. 6M Fifth pus this week to address Wed- and "Taps for Private Tussle" spring, holds six honorary doedegrees including the doea statement issued here today styled sojourn to Europe next Avenue. New York. N.Y. 10022. nesday's freshman assembly to received the Thomas Jefferson tor's
, _
Memorial Award to 1943 and tor of letters degree* from
by the Development Office of summer.
Brock
Auditorium.
The
three-week
8tudent
ConEastern.
He is a graduate of
When the last blue book has
The Kentucky poet laureate was selected as one of the Lincoln Memorial and VandarTeachers College, Columbia Unl- bean handed to to close the tinental Tour offer* leisurely
masterpieces
of
world
literature
has
busied
himself
recently
by
wstty. One of 1M Chairman school year. It will be time to sightseeing In five cities. AcbUt Universities.
In the United States, Dr. Ferrell Jet away to Europe on an ex- tivities en route encompass traveling around the state giv- to 1952. It was also a book-ofA Kentucky native, he now
will organise local alumni In- cursion tailored to the tastes such varied experience* as at- ing lecture* to various groups. the-month club selection to 1943. resides on his 900 acre fans
IBs "The Thread That Runs
terest In the Fund. There are of student tourists from 17 to tending the Rome Opera, moun- Last Thursday found him at
to Greenup County which is
approximately 17 alumni to
tain climbing to St Moritx, Western University to Bowling Bo True," written In 1949, was located to the northeastern
25 yean of age.
chosen
best
book
of
the
year
Green
where
he
delivered
a
Richmond.
visiting the Louvre Museum to
part of the state.
Tours rang* from a thrst- Paris
Teachers College, the profesand swimming from the speech entitled "Education and by the National Education Assional school of education of week Student Continental Tour lido to Venice. The $S46 tour American Democracy (my
Columbia University, waa es- of Italy, France and Switzer- price include* all transporta- kind)".
He addresssa the upper Cumtablished to 1M7. Now to Its land to a 67-day Student Com- tion, accommodations, sightberland Education Association'*
79th year with approximately prehensive Tour, "Hang. " seeing, transfer*, eer
countries
to
Europe
and
Norm
fall conference at Union Col135,000 alumni scattered around
charges and most meals.
the world. It enrolls 5,500 stu- Africa. A wide choice of destiSections leave In groups of lege to BarbourvUle last Frinations,
lengths
of
*Uy
and
dedents each academic year with parture times ha* bean arrang- 25-30 members, each having day.
German. In addition, she enBy MAXINE L. PERRY
a budget approaching 19 million ed by University Travel Co., its own tour leader. Wall InClass Lectures
joys ballet and especially likes
Progress Staff Writer
As
Eastern's
author-ln-resldollars.
formed
local
guide*,
especiala 40-ysar veteran of IntroducThis year, Miss Aida Demirj- Italian opera.
Dr. Ferrell, who retired in ing American student* to Eu- ly chosen for student interests, dence. Stuart has lectured to
Miss Demirjian has traveled
ian of Cairo, Egypt, has joined
1964 after 38 years on the facwill provide Introductions to several classes at various times Eastern's
extensively to Kentucky since
foreign
language
deropeulty of Eastern, received his
during the past semester. The
Air France will participate the highlight* of the cities to majority of his work ha* been partment as an instructor of her arrival, and has toured the
M.A. from Teachers College in
be visited. Plenty of free time
rest of the United States also.
French.
to
the
program,
providing
■wifl
1926. A graduate of Duke UniIs allowed for pursuing special with the English Department
She has been to Mexico, Syria
transatlantic
flight*
on
Boeing
Miss
Demirjian
says
that
versity with both A.B. and M.A.
interests, whether cultural generally with the University's
and Lebanon, and ha* mad*
since her childhood In Cairo short stops to Europe,
degrees, he received hla PnJJ. 707 Jetliner*, a* well a* addi- events, shopping or sports.
creative writing courses.
He Is the author of theree pub- she has spoken French, and says, "I would like to spa
from George Peabody College. tional transportation to Europe
lished book and about 840 so it was only natural that she longer time to Europe
For Tbe ©owe
short stories. His latest book. should want to teach.
would like to visit many more
"Daughter of the Legend," was
Former Peace Corps Teacher countries of the world. Tra»alMo*, to
Saturday!
published to 1966.
While working at the Ameri- tog presents no problem* for
Wed..
The author Is winner of the can University in Cairo, Miss me because X have always adt-5:S*.
STADIUM
Academy of American Poets Demirjian met Jesse Stuart. justed easily to new situations
Thars. *
Award, the highest honor given Kentucky's internationally fa- and have always liked to try
PADS
Friday.
to a poet to this country. His mous author and poet. "He told new thing*.'*
t A. si- Cushion foam pad covered
works have received many me about berea College and
The customs of Egypt and
IP. M.
with removable plaid
other honors the world over.
encouraged me to come to the those of the United States preMiss Susie Donoghue. Eastern's Queen Athena, relaxes in her
covering.
Best Seatag Poetry
qulte a contrast Miss
Unted States. I did come in
SetordaT
McOregor Hall £om. Susie heads all the sponsors and con"Man With a Bull-Tongue 1961 and attended Berea. After
...jlrjlan says, "The youth of
SAJLPlow," Stuart's first volume of my graduation from there to Egypt are not given the freedom
ducts drill marches to her new Job.
■ P. M
poetry, was a best-seller, a* January, I960, I attended Van- that is so typical of the young
was another book of poems, derbilt University In Nashville, American."
Kentucky Is My Land." "Hold Tenn., and did graduate work,"
When asked shout the surApril," hla latest collection of said Miss Demirjian. While to rounding area of Eastern, Mis*
verse, WS* published by Mc- attendance at Berea, Miss De- Dmlrjlan was very enthusiasGraw-Hill to 1962, marking the mirjian worked with the Peace tic. "I like mountains and
first time the publishing giant Corps teaching French to the trees, of which there are few
ever brought out a volume of volunteers. She had only 10 to my country, and especially
Applications for the Nov. 18 plications for the test must be
verse
weeks to which to teach them like the four distinct seasons
and 19 administrations of the postmarked no later than mldOct. 21.
a completely new language.
of Kentucky. In Egypt, about
College Qualification Test are nteht,
According to Educationnow available at Selective ServMiss Demirjian* outside in- nine months of the year are
Progress
Meets
ice
System.
local
boards al Testing Service, which preterests are varied and many. warm and the rest are only
All student* now working
pares and administers the ColShe loves to read, travel, and cool, not cold. Spring and authroughout the country.
and those desiring to work
lege Qualification Test for the
learn new languages. She is tumn are my favorite seasons.
Eligible student* who Intend Selective Service System, It
an the Pi ogress please at$ 00
fluent In Armenian, her native I had never seen snow before
to take this test should apply will be greatly to the students
tend a staff meeting Monlanguage, Arabic, English and I came to America," she disfor
day at 5:16 to Roark 8.
at ones to the nearest Selec- advantage to file hie applicaFrench. She also knows some closed.
Large 22X44-M. seM, stripes
tive Service local board for an tion at once. By registering
or
59c
ea.
early,
he
stands
the
best
chance
Application Card and * Bulleprints and jatquorsi.
tin of Information for the tost. of being assigned to the test
Following Instructions to the center he has chosen. Because
!
Bulletin, the student should of the possibility that he may
'.■vttr^
fill out his application and mall be assigned to either of the
testing
dates.
It
Is
very
ImHIRAM
BROCK
It immediately to the envelope
provided to Selective Service portant that he list a center
AUTITORIUM
Examining Section, Education- and center number for each
al Testing Service, P.O. Box date on which he will be availOctober 11—Tuesday
988, Princeton, NJ. 08540. Ap- able.

Egyptian Aida Demirjian
Teaches Americans French

Col. Susie Donoghue

wvnaB

SSCQT Applications At
Local Draft Boards

TOWEL & DISHCLOTH RIOT
BATH TOWttS

O

for

"|

OVERSIZE DISHCLOTHS

CITY TAXI

Art. Ktrtm. SPKIM «0Y1

TERRY KITCHEN TOWELS
A*»t. novelty prints

Wingo Named To
Commissioner Post
John WIU Wlngo, warden of dismissed Commissioner Joseph
Kentucky State Penitentiary at Cannon.
~ jaa-jjovjarnor also named a
comnUtiee composed of some
nationally known penology exof Corrections.
He was named to the post by perts to help find a successor
Ck>v. Edward T. Breathitt who to the commissioner's office.
Those named are Dr. B. Preston Sharp, secretary of the
American Corrections Association; Paul Kalln, head of the
National Council on Crime and
Delinquency; Dr. James B. BenThe Kentucky Classical As- nett, head of the Federal Busociation will conduct Its fall reau of Prisons; Dean Kenneth
meeting here Oct. 21 and 22. W. Klndlesperger of the Kent
The theme is "Meeting the School of Social Work cat the
Challenge."
University of Louisville; and
Registration and a reception two members of the Governor's
In Walnut Hall will be Friday Commissionon Correction* and
afternoon. The first session to Community Services, George
Frankfort, and Paul
the late afternoon will be "Re- Stoll,
ligious Colleges in Ancient Oberst, Lexington, acting dean
Rom*" by Dr. Leonard Lat-. of the University of Kentucky
kovaki of Bellarmlne College, Law School.
and "The Provenance of the
Wlngo, 52, is a native of
Earliest Greeks" by Dr. Oedric Graves County and a graduate
Too of Eastern.
of Murray State University. He
Friday evening will be com- earned the master's degree at
posed of the dinner to the Eastern Michigan College. BePresident'* Room. "Latin To- fore becoming warden at Eddyday" presented by Miss Ger- ville. he had been with the Fedtrude Ewing of Indiana State eral Bureau of Prison 23 years.
University, and Latin discussion groups at the secondary
and college levels. The social
hour from 9-10 concludes the
second session.
The Saturday morning third
session Is Trends to Graduate
Work to the Classic* aa Reflected to Doctoral DissertaMore than I/TOO report* and
tions" spoken by Dr. Lawrence other documents related to
Thompson, of the University the education of dJsadvantaged
of Kentucky. Miss Sally Rob- children are being made availinson, of Lexington, presents able to inexpensive printed or
"A Nationwide Latin Exam," microfilmed form, the UJ3. Ofand the conclusive discussion fice of Education announced
will be "Summary of Latin
today.
Discussions."
The "Catalog of Selected
The Business Session will be
held just before the luncheon Documents on the Disadvantaged." published try the Ofin the SUB dining room.
The officers of the 1964-67 fice, lists documents that have
session are: president, Mrs. been developed from big-city
Rowena Boehling, Bryan Sta- projects. They tell what has
tion, Lexington; president elect, been learned about cost adMrs. Kathertoe Keams. Lafay- ministration, counseling, testette High School Lexington; tog, teaching and results to
education
of
deprived
vice-president. Mis* Anna- Mc- the
Clanahan, Owensboro Senior youngsters. Some typical titles:
"The Successful Urban Slum
High School, Owensboro; and
secretary-treasurer, Robert C Child"
"A Program for Gifted ChilEastern.
dren to the Seventh Grade."
"Prevention and Correction
of Underachieve nent."
"Who Am I? Who Cares?
The Challenge of Culturally
Continued From Page One
figure as classes are still be- Alienated Youth."
"After-School Study Center
ing organised in off-campus
Manual''
centers.
"Science for Children."
Class totals for this fall with
"The Harvard-Boston Sumcomparative figures Yor the
fall semester last year are: 3,- mer Program to Urban Educa094 enrolled as freshmen as tion."
"Index and Short Description
opposed to 3,423 of a year ago;
1,792 sophomores against 1,408 of all Tests."
All reports are available
last year; 1,218 juniors compared to 90S last year; and from the Office of Education's
seniors total 806, just nine Educational Research Information Center (ERIC) Document
under last years total.
Graduate students number Reproduction Service at Bell
388 with 90 more students en- and Howell Company. 1700
rolled In the graduate school Shaw Avenue .Cleveland, Ohio,
44112. The catalog quotes
over a year ago.
The enrollment figure Is com- prices for the documents.
The catalog is on sale for
puted under the standard
method approved by the Amer- 69 cents by the Superintendent
ican Association of Collegiate of Documents, U.S. GovernRagtstrars and Admissions Of- ment Printing Office, Washficers. It included only the stu- ington, D.C. 20402. The catalog
dents doing course work on and a complete Index cost
the main rsnrr** »t Richmond. 9348.

Classical Group
Plant Fall Meet

Enrollment

"CAT RALLOU"
Loo Marvin, Jan* Fonda

•"■•

RICHMOND

■ATM

£&

Oct. 12—Wednesday
"HAMLET'
Jean Simmons
Laurence Olivier

MADISON
WED. and THURS.

October 13—ThersfJay
Ne

STARTS FWDAY!

October 14—Friday
"AROUND THE WORLD
AND UNDER THE SEA"
David MeCallum,
Lloyd Bridges,
Shirley Baton

TONITEWED.-THUR.
Movie Starts 7:15 P.M.
SOPHIA LOREN
GREGORY PECK
"ARABESQUE"
FRIDAY A SATURDAY

Stop In At

ADAMS
66
SERVICE
STATION

for your
Auto Needs
Located on the
Eastern By-Pass
Microfilm Of Reports
623-3141
Documents Available

Veterans Cab—Kentucky Cab

OT«

Three in Color!
"GIRLS ON THE
■EACH"
"IT HAPPENED AT
THE WORLD PAIR"
LORD LOYE A DUCK'
SUN. - MON. - TUB.
ONLY UZ COULD PLAY THESE ROLESi

Crf
Hot Tin Roof
IL12ABCTM

TAYLOR

am PRESLEY

October 15—Sotwdoy
"THE SPY WITH MY
FACE"
Robert Vaughn,
Sente Berger,
David MeCallum

in
'SPINOUT"
in color

\M

October 17 Monday
"A VERY SPECIAL
FAVOR"
Rock Hudson, Leslie
Ceron, Charles Beyer

STARTS WED.J
SHNCONNEffl

October 18—Tuesday
"THE SILENCERS"
Dean Martin,
Stella Stevens
SELECTED SHORT
SUBJECTS ALL
PROGRAMS!
Ticket office opens 7 PM
One show Only.
Adm. 50c; Children
12—25c

AS JAMCS BONO •<

GOLDFINffiR

TAYLOR HARVEY FISHER

CONNfflY
"DEN0"

BUTTERF1ELD8

matron

ELIZABETH

LAURENCE

EODIE

fz'sHeswsiwsniaMsMcefc

Terrace Helpy-Selfy
Coin Operated Laundry
••If TM'rs too busy studying to do your wash,
let our attendants do it for you.''

2 Blocks off W. Main,

ONE HR

CLEANERS

Corner of Poplar & Lombordy Streets
See our Sign on the way to Jerry's
■■■■■■
AArVWfWrWWWWWW***

Motors
OLDSMOBILE

All Makes Serviced
JOHNSON OUTBOARD MOTORS
Across From Krofert-Wioiie 623-4010

CORNER NORTH SECOND A IRVINE ST
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY
VERNON "PETE" NOLAND. MGR.

-SPECIALS! Monday - Tuesday - Wednesday!
MEN'S TROUSERS
LADIES' PLAIN SKIRTS

39c Each — 3 For $1.00
MIX OR MATCH
We

"lfc»innf
■■tVTSsprwwi
S,
Al-n

EveryrnnsB|

We Dry

SPECIAL EVERY DAY!
FOR 90c
SHIRTS LAUNDERED. 27c

24 Hour Service
623-1400

I ALL CABS OPERATE FROM THE SAME OFFICE

i

MADCO MOTORS
Big Hill Ave.

Phone 623-6500

Home of Sharp Late Model Cars
1966

OTO 2 Dr. HT, 4 Speed. 389 Engine

1965

OLDS. Cutlass 2 Dr. HT, 427 Eng., 3 Spd.

1964

CHEV. 2 Dr. HT., SS. 327 Eng.. 4 Speed

1963

CHEV. 2 Dr. HT.. Imp.. 327 Eng.. 3 Speed

1960

CHEV. 2 Dr. HT.. Imp.. V-8. 3 Speed
For a Real Good Deal

Come m and see E. McDonald or Ray Gadd

CKEA Workshop Discusses
Teaching Problems, Methods
By J-C. BOURNE
Staff Writer
The Central Kentucky Education Association met Sept.
30. CKEA is held each year at
Eastern on the last Friday In
September. The CKEA is part
of KEA which in turn in part
of- NEA. The CKEA's main
purpose is to provide Information and workshops to further
teacher education by discussing past problems and modern
teaching methods.
The program started at 0
a.m. with organ music by Mrs.
Nancy Lancaster, Instructor of
music at Eastern and Miss
Sylvia Jones, a student from
the University of Kentucky,
gave the invocation in song.
Dr. Robert R. Martin followed
with the greeting. Next on the
program came Mrs. Velma Mason, prsident of CKEA, who
introduced the stage guests and
gave the report of the Delegate
Assembly.
Mr. T. K. Stone

Hub Of Student Life
Bustling with activity,
gathering place.

the grill is the

students' favorite

SUB Grill Is Home
To Justify Students
By OHBIS KNEPPER
Staff Writer
Populating the student union
grill Is a way of life for the
students attending
Eastern.
But why la the grill so popular? la It because It has a
reputation for serving mouthwatering food? Not exactly. In
fact, interviews with conatant
grill goera proved that eating
WM the least of reasons that
they visited the grill.
The grill has earned a name
for being the social gathering
spot on campus. Flocks of students meet there dally to exchange news, notes and just
plain idle conversation. Dave
Roman, a Mattox Hall resident
stated, "I love the grill. If I
can't find my friends in their
room, I know they're in ths
grill."
Informality—Keyword
Of Grin
"Informality" Is the key
word in grillology. Everyone
dresses as he pleases. This may
range from cut-off sweatshirts
to sport Jackets. But, no matter how they are dressed, the
students are obviously relaxed
and at ease. Hal Adams, a
sophomore, described the frill
as being an "institution of loafers." "And I go there," he continued, "because I like to loaf."
Some students feel that visit-

Gives Greeting

ing the grill daily is a necessity. Indeed, this is the case
w«h the '(regulars" of ths
grill. They are the students
who occupy their favorite campus, spot with complete loyalty. "To punch the time clock
with society" is the reason
freshman Tex Goodwin claims
he visits the grill.
The grill is also a spot to
observe the opposite sex. Many
a romantic friendship has been
kindled there. When asked
what he thought about the
girls In the grill, Stan Trusler,
a freshman from Cincinnati,
was enthusiastic. He stated,
"You can't beat the scenery."
According to some students
It is not essential to be In a
talkative mood to enjoy yourself. The grin Is a perfect place
to practice the art of people
watching. A keen observer, Jan
Roberts exclaimed, "The grill
la really cool. You can sit there
all day and amuse yourself by
watching people you don't even
know."
Music Lovers Gather
Lovers of music and rhythm
also flock to the grill. It Is
easy to spot these students.
They usually alt within coindepositing range of the Juke
box. They invariably snap their
fingers or sing to the notes
of their favorite tunes. However, there are complaints.
Sophomore Helene Turner
thinks the grill needs records
with a faster beat. It was a
popular consensus that the
choice of records Is out of date.
Some students voiced the
opinion that ths grill is the
perfect place for brushing up
on notes between rises as This
is proven by 1he sparcely scattered intellects who ignore the
hustle and bury their faces in
a text book. Louise Comett of
Louisville stated, "Sometimes
it is easier to study with noise
and music in the background."
However, another student said
that he could study in the grill
on Saturday morning, but
otherwise it was Impossible.

Greetings from the National
Education Association was
given by T. K. Stone, director
of NEA, and Mrs. Bernadlne
Steele, president of Kentucky
Education Association, gave
the greetings from KEA. Announcements were given by
John Vickers, executive assist-

Put To The Test
Job Corps Recruits
Out-Of-School Boys
The Kentucky State Employment Service has a quota to
recruit. 250 young men each
month for the Federal Job
Corps during the next 13
months.
Economic Security Commissioner C. Leslie Dawson says
"the door is wide open for outof-school boys between 16 and
33 years of age to learn an
occupation and graduate from
the Job Corps with enough
pocket money to make a new
start in life/'
Applicants should report to
the nearest office of the Kentucky State Employment Service. Young women interested
in joining the Job Corps may
contact units of Women in
Community Service (WICS) at
Lexington, Louisville and Paducah or their local employment service office.
Job Corps trainees embark
upon a widely-varied program
which may last from about
nine months to two years.
Vocational training is the
most Important part of the
program, Dawson said. Skills
taught range from automobile
mechanic to short order cook.
Food, lodging and clothes are
furnished to trainees.
Other camp activities include
planned sports and recreation,
student government camp
newspapers, and field trips to
industry or points of regional
Interest After graduation
trainees can receive help from
the State Employment Service
In locating a suitable Job.

ant
The general session dismiss
ed at 10: IS and delegates went
into sectional meetings. The
27 sctlons composed of: Superintendents, Secondary Principals, Elementary Principals,
Supervisors and
Counselors,
Higher Education, Guidance
Counselors, Directors of Pupil
Personnel, TBPS, {Librarians,
Retired Teachers, Core Teachers, Art Teachers, Mathematics,
Foreign Language, Science
Teachers,
English
Teachers,
Primary Teachers, Intermediate Grade, Special Education,
Business Education,
Central
Kentucky Vocational Association, Music Teachers, Social
Studies, Health and Physical
Education, and Speech and
Drams,

Second General essloa

At 1:30 the second general
session started with sOsSlsl
music by the Jessamine County High School Chorus' under
the direction of Mrs. Donald
Rollings.
Dr. Kenneth McFarland,
guest lecturer for the American Trucking Association,
Washington, D.C., gave the address. At the close of the meeting Leslie Kitchen, Fayette
County, was introduced as the
1966-67 Central Kentucky Education Association president

Greeks Approved
(Continued From Page One)
Lambda Phi Omega, Delta
Theta PI, and Alpha PI Kappa.
These groups have an average
of 22 charter members.
Kappa Tau Epsilon with 23
members and Sigma Chi Delta
with 22 members were the fraternities approved for colonisation Beta Omlcron Chi and
Alpha Kappa Pi will appear
before the committee at it*
next meeting.
Plans are now underway for
the organization of an fnterfratemlty Council by Paul Seyfrit, Dean of Men, and a Panhellenic Council by Miss Mary
Kay Ingels, Dean of Women.
Each Greek organization win
have three representatives on
their respective councils. Hie
first Rush period will probably
he at the beginning of the
spring semester.
Faculty members of the
Committee on Student Organizations and Activities are Dr.
Joseph Howard, Miss Aimee
Alexander, Dr. Fred Darting,
Dr. Thomas Herndon, Bentley
Hilton, Miss Jo Nell, Jones, Dr.
H. H. LaFuze. Wlllard McHone, Dr. Allen Ragan, George
Robinson, in. Ralph Whalin,
and Carl Woods.
Ex-officlo members of the
committee are Vice-President
Henry Martin, Dean Ingels, aad
Dean 8eyfrtt

Togetherness At School
For Mrs. And Miss Terry
By IUMMUA DONNBXX
Staff Writer
Some girts go away to
school to get away from mother's watchful eye, hut not
Janet Terry. Janet- and her
mother, Mrs. Louise Terry of
Jackson, prefer sharing their
educational experiences. Janet
Is a sophomore here and Mrs.
Terry Is a senior.
Janet was a fioshnisn here
hurt year, but this is Mrs.
Terry's first year on our campus. She attended Cee's Junior
College m Jackson, but that
was approximately SO years.
ag-o and Mrs. Terry admits
that college life baa changed
considerably from that time.
Since her graduation from
Lee's, Mrs. Terry baa been a
teacher tat the Breathltt County School System. At first she
taught regularly but recently
has done only occasional work
as a substitute teacher. However she plans to teach fulltime again when she graduates.
Since she had not been associated with college life for
such a length of time, Mrs.
Terry's opinion of the campus
are interesting. When faced
with this question her face

KALCOMB
Implement- Co.
319 HoUie Irvine
623-4400
On the Spot
Financing) Available

so*

218 WEST IRVINE STREET
Just Around the Corner from th« Court House

Specialists in Motor Tune-Up,
Carbureator and Ignition Work,
Also Transmission and
General Repair.
'The Small Shop with the Big Reputation"

GEORGE RIDINGS, Jr.
CLASS OF '04
New York Life Insurance Company
111 Bennlngton Court
6*8-4838
Life Insurance Group Insurance Annuities
Health Insurance Pension Plans

Dial 623-4434

WELL'S BARBER SHOP
Water Street Next to Bus Station
WE SPECIALIZE IN
COLEGIATE STYLE HAIRCUTS

KENNY'S DRIVE IN
M. cftiA

Your Purchase FREE
If We Do Not
Thank You

-Open All YearHamburgers—Coneys—Mi k Shakes
BIG HILL AVE.

RICHMOND

.

Featuring

N, *****
Go where your Patronage is Appreciated.
PHONE 623-3985

buokBtBBndalL

"It's Finger LickiiV Good!"

RCA VICTOR SS PORTABLE

BUCKET Q.50

FEEDS 5 TO
7 PEOPLE ...

3

only

$89.95

BARREL 4.50
FEEDS 7 TO
10 PEOPLE .

4

COLONEL

DR,VE|N

UULUntt RESTAURANT
Big Hill Avenue

Dial 623-4158

Here's RCA Victor Solid State stereo in the
remsrksble new "Swingilne" cabinet design
that's slim, trim and easy to carry. At the touch
of a finger, the two speaker wings swing out.
the precision Studiomatic changer swings
down, snd you have complete access to controls from front and rear. Four-speaker sound
-each speaker wing houses two 4* speakers.

KIRKS T.V. & RADIO SERVICE

Richmond. Ky.

422 N. SECOND
AT THE DOOR PARKING
Serving Richmond and Madison County Since 1S68

SEARS

ROEBUCK

OVER the Car: EVERY Square Inch.
Located Next To Adam's 66 Service Station

*ca
114 MG MUX AVE

623.2670

MINUTES!

i.

_-.

50<

WbatBimr BISB you want, ask tor!
Hairy Sport-Pull the
switch "on" and headlights appear
at each end of the full-width
grille You also get special exterior
trim end RS emblems. Then order
fie Custom Interior, something

Cemero M See- Besides Camaro's
biggest V8 (295 hp!). SS 350
cornea with a scoop-styled hood,
bold striping around grille, big.
fat red stripe tires. Add Rally Sport
equipment too. Camaro's your
idee of •carl

Command Pertormanoa

On Hie Eastern By-Pass.
TWO

i with style Vim group you can »dd.
AH etsndard-Strato-oucket seats. Carpeting.
Rich vinyl upholstery. A 140-hp Six or a
big-car V8 (210 hp!). depending on model.
New safety features like dual master cylinder
brake system with warning light

50<

Washes UNDER Hie Car. AROUND Hie Car.

ui

Your New York Life
Agent on the Campus

TIIIB Is Damara.

MONORAIL
AUTOMATIC CAR WASH

A

Mother-Daughter Students

SEE IT! HEAR IT!

NOW OPEN

50C

She also said that she felt
very much at home in Burnam
Hall. Mrs. Tarry came to an
mer school at Eastern In on
to get well acquainted with the
campus, Mrs. Terry aad
her daughter find that attending college together is a very
pleasant arrangement They
often seek a quiet place when
they can study together. Although Mrs. Terry ■ a tea.
er, there la no time for tutoring since her schedule Is Just
aa busy as Janet's. They do,
however, usually find time to
have their meals together.
Janet admitted that I
gets a lot of kidding from her
friends since her mother came
to Eastern. They remind her to
watch her step since Mom la
nearby to see an, but Jai
only laughs at these warnings.
"There is nothing to hide,"
she says, "I have always told
my mother everything I do. I
am glad she can further her
education. She belongs in a
classroom."

LANTER MOTOR CO. ass?ssxsssixp^ s^-s

Colonel Se»«ere*

ENGINE: Rotary valve, 3
stroke. Bore and stroke—39x42
mm. Transmission — 4 speed,
constant mesh, rotary. Compression ratio — 6.8:1. Hp—4.9
© 8500 rpm. Maximum torque
—0.45 KO-M ® 7500 ipm.
PERFORMANCE:
Maximum
speed—50 mph. Climbing ability
—1:3.5. Minimum turn radius
-5.»'. Fuel capacity—1.72 gal.
BIG-cycie styling and fun on a
small-cycle budget 4 speed .. .
high-performance engine . . .
shattering acceleration

glowed with a broad smile
she replied. "I like It Everyone is so cooperative and I
feel accepted.by the students.1

Mrs. Terry and daughter Janet of Jackson both t.w ...

ANY OCCASION — ANY TIME
M SPORT
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Camaro

■ fcsppsnsaV Mow at your Chevrolet oeator'el

